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true culture is possible unless we em‘body in: bur own lives the principle
of self-sacrifice.
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The ministry must be

sacrificialif it would be joyousiand successful. - The cross iS no sign of igno.miny to him who bears_it willingly after
Christ.
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tis onlya burden to those

bear it unwillingly.
love works easily.

a

I MUST WORK, *

for their

great moral reforms have been the results
of forgetting self.

The Horning Star.
-

not

poets

men have ‘borne heavy crosses for her
sake. .
All moral forces are sacrificial, All

Pd

if

can

great

trine - of cross. bearing.
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who

He who works for

return again!

they

Those men who

ite Pickets and strives to hold its position| o Prasident, C. 8. Perkins,of Boston;

- an, unmolested camp is ‘already doompreceded us were jmperfect and they|e ‘ The army, the denomination that
said so; they were weak and ignorant os about with a mark of interrogation
and they confessed it.
‘To think to pay stamped upon its face is demoralized and
tribute to the past,
to diobiaie the first useless. Men read us as we ‘wishto be
hundred years by sighing for their return, read. Apologizing for existence, nobody
is to sigh for that which the fathers were cares whether we live or not. Earn the
Make ourselves so necesdissatisfied with and which they earnestly right to live.
sary to men—men as they are—all men,
Reyes might be improved.
we expect to live we ave, in a signif- wherever we find them—that 3we can not |
‘icant sense, to die to the past.
Die to it die.
as all noble natures have «died. It may
These principles which we Vave enunbe the losingof what, we call life, but ciated are fatal ‘to that spirit which,
we shall find life more abundantly.
is sometimes. manifested, which seems to
| Notice how free from the spirit of re-: regard institutions and societies as exist-

great teacners,

laid down their lives

« To whom all_lodas
le

3

The

“the great authors,

s,
¥
Publishe

I. 0. STEWART,

by. death.”

were they better than these, would

might

gret over the past are.our Scriptures, yet

the language of penitence is in the
‘| mouths of all the saints. But penitence

finds expression in action, it formulates

Whoever therefore. osirols with this
principle of, Christian cross-bearing does

cord, N. H. Warm and Bo

wes

‘the words with which he led all: hearts
to‘the throne

of grace,

ing that in all the

pray-

especially

life

her

creeds,

and that in

she is losing

en age is not behind in the days of Christ,
nor in the days of the Apostles.

ber life.

anything for what he has done.

We buy.

no éxemptions, we do not lay the denom-

: Perkins, of Boston. Prayer was offered
‘by Rev. C. A. Bickford, of N. H. The
Secretary of the Association being absent, creed of the church of a ‘previous. peRev. C. A. Bickford was chosen Secretariod. The church's life is the church's
ry pro tem. Rev. A. Given, chairman of
creed, and it can not be correctly formuts,
the committee of arrangemen
reported
lated until men look back upon a specific
the programme for the session. A com-{.
period and study and classify; but. none
mittee of five was appointed by the chair
but 4'mechanical theory, devoid of life,
to nominate officers,
Fwould-b bind the church of to-day to that
The Sermon.
now formulated, definitely stated creed.
"The annual sermon was then delivered
Organization is the watchword with}
by Rev. W. H. Bowen, of Lewiston, Me., many. ‘We often seek to do as organi.
from Matt, 16: 25. * For whosoever zations, what should be done personally.
will save his life, shall lose it: and “whoIf any charity is to be bestowed,we look
soever, will lose his life for my sake shall; { for some society through which that
find it.” The following is a condensed
charity may flow. An organization is
report of the sermon :
“
inupersonal. It saves trouble; but it JessThis verse declares why a man who ens the swéetness of doing good; and
would be a Christian must take up his
that fine, helpful relationship between
cross, hy he must. 8ubject himself to the
thd
giver and the receiver fs lacking.
condition of discipleship, Iv ig simply

mourn

golf for Christ shall find himself in the

truest sense. ‘‘ Will save” and * will
lose” are emphatic. Though a naan have
a strong, overpowering desire to save his
life, he shall lose it. The wholg question
of the soul's

salvation

is determined in

‘the department of the will,

Selt-suorifice 1s the first law of Cod for

‘ the soul. It lies right across every sin.
ner's. path. Tbe sinner asks, ‘* If ‘this is
true, if God detiands of ‘me thé entire

subjection of self, can he love me?”
answer to this question Ireply,

In

all

im-

1. This teaching of Christ lies right

in the same direction in which

|

length

hide from the hope and cheer of

eth before us—is

before

us..

us!

'He is with

6

ad

This, it seems to me, is the great lesson TOF us at this hour; this is the truth
for us

to

seek

chiefest

to

incarnate

we enter upon the second sentry

J,

existence.

as

of our

:

“The self-forgetfutness, the self-sacrifice

The element of personal sacrifice is wanting,we wotk by proxy, we attempt to
obey the command, Go thou into the/ineyard and labor, by sending ageris, by
relying upon organisations and societies.
We rely upon otganizations, too, as if

that makes

individual

life a power

will

ciation #lone imparts, we have no word
of hope to carry to enslaved men. Our
mission is ended.
i x
It is sometimes said that ‘the days of
prophecy are over.” Daniel is dead, and
Isaiah and Malachi are dead, but Christ
our great prophet has given to his followers the power to tell the things which
shall be. Power not given to a few, but

universally to his children;

for to every

disciple it has been declared:
¢¢ According to your faith be it unto you!”

The faith of the church

is the unerring

voice of prophecy telling

her

triumph,

history

and

what

world shall be.

the

future

of

of the

‘The compass of the f4ith

to sit down and

Can we conscientiously say that

these resolutions ; if we can, let us Ve

3

chair, and a

meeting

of the

By vote of the

Education
stated

that

effort to raise the one dollar subscription,

lately proposed in the Siar, and was told
that about $500 have so far been received.

|

Theological
Spirit on

But

the

tri-

church moves, it is only the

The resolittion was

‘the meeting ‘at Lewiston last winter,

of

citizens

or- mehibers in

In view of the present
ucational interests,

Resolved, 1. Thi

condition’ of

our

Resolved, 1.
That the endowment of a
“Professorship in the Theological Seminar: 1.)
Bates college, by -the ¥. B. churches of
England is entitled to be ranked among the
worthiest objeets of our benevolence in making.
our centennial contributions, and therefore,
that we individualiy-promijset8 keep the attention of.6ur respective churches fixed on
this endowment until they shall have raised.
their just proportion of it.
2. That the financial inability of 86 many of =
our churches to participate "in this offering
to the extent desired must necessarily leave
a wide margin that can only be filled by the
generous
benefactions
of wealthy individuals and that we confidently expect that in
this their liberality will not be found wanting.
:

ed-

fe recognize in the© Bates

and ifluale colleges
two leading and most
important factors in accomplishing our denomnational work, by the facilities they afford for
the education of young men for the ministry
and for other useful positions in life.
2. That we cordial J approve of -the effort
gow being made by the trustees -of -Bates college to increase its efliciency by raising
$50,
000, one-half
of which when raised to be set
apart for the -endowment of a professorship
in the Theological Seminary.
3. Thal we in like manner approve of the
effort made by’ the trustees of Hillsdale col-lege to increase its fuuds and to enlarge and
improve its sphere of usefulness.
4. That we will in all feasible ways, both in
our corporate
and individual capacities, encourage and further the objects mentioned in
the above resolutions, No. 2 and 3.
5. That these resolutions be substituted for
and taken in-lieu of the action passed upon
at the lust annual meeting of the Society held
at Olneyville, Oct. 9, 1879, pledging the raising
of funds in aid of tho above named colleges,

Prof. Howe explained that these resolu-

tions were supplementary to those offered
in the forenoon. About one third of thechurches report themselves unable to doanything. Others say they will do what they can, so, we must iely upon those who can and upon private individuals for.
endowment.
The college is not ‘owned by trustees and faculty, but by Free
Baptist people, and they ought to pay its.
debt, and not oe men outside the de-

I see some difficulty connected with the
at 4 Rhode Island.
2
be trie, if

nomination to do

The resolutions of the

at

nations,
_ What shall our personal,

must have one mati to raise money for
both and divide it equally. * An appeal

you

tion.

|

cant?

beneaih men and- lift them' up. . Such.a
work as McAll has been doing in Paris,
such work as missionaries abroad are doing every day, needs to be done in Amer~
ica. There is danger that we overlook at
home the very methods which, when used |

across. the sea, we applaud.

Wo say the present is to pay continual
tribute
to that past. But ‘‘he mourns the
sagrifice. On. wocount of thess principles,
gn they desire.” Study
© take issue With Wad umtialied ** etiture” dead who lige
the aspirations of those preceding us
Tand incarnate them. Learn the faults

ple of self-

3 Hey Dowalied and shun them.

No help

looking

‘Not in

decorously performed, that does, not get |

Wl

|

Referring to the resolution just offered
by

Prof. Howe, Rev. E. N. Fernald

ed to emphasize

wish-

the expression, ¢* Indi

. Rév. H. J. White said the pastors
must be allowed to judge in regard to
how much their churches ought to. give ~~

copying other denominations, either in
our institutions of learning or our churches, can we. win ‘a higher, larger _place,’
but in intense self-forgetful devotion to
perishing nwn. It will'sponer or later be
acknowledged that the ways of reaching
men must be multiplied; , that there is no
Christian dignity in that work, however .

* "What is our relation to the past, and to
those who have made ha Dost: aigoif

Education Soci--

ety were "then endorsed by the Associa

into the field to raise money for Hillsdale
or

then called - to
-presented the

“nuto you.

The

wofvice mean, and how can we become

tion.

on. the: table

ness, degradation and woe, physic:l,men-

‘most truly the servants of men?

dita WHA Tort for .a new century
thékefore to be a more perfect organfZalioh'of
and by itself; except as the
2. But Christ's velatonships are vital. |
They are 4a relationships of sacrifice, eartying out of the spirit of self-sacrifice,
henve only us & man holds vital. relation-’ fiattrally, and of necessity compels men
|. for a higher good to form suck Organise.
Gi he be Christlike, only as ho
whigs

laid

The Association was
order and Prof. Howe
following resolutions :

and

Tncaroating Christ, the church

thy for Bates in the great majgpity of our

churches, ;

~

Fifty thousand dollars

There is music

in that to nie, for two reasons:

my tule to sit

down

1.

Ib js

and estimate how

much is need: d to glorify God, and then

The two

great movements are duily ap-

you must make a proposition that amounts

to somethiog. - You must show. that the.

cause will athount to something after they
have put thair money inte it.
chatavter ; advancement of individualg in shall work, 44d what our peculiar sphere | wintry fGe to his beams. Not only is
‘believe there are mote such men who
power.
The church ittptoves, the Shurch
may be, dre settled by this greater ques the great movement of buman history, in are purposing to give something to Bates
prospers as men tolposing it prosper, tion* Yvhat does utter surrender to Christ's a general way, declaring that the race is college. If you have a seven by nine

movement

=

‘the:

of’iho

the chair.

cussion. There was the same difficulty-at

and one to raise mouey for Bates,

We command respeet, we Jecoma honor- parent: | at by which the earth finds its
ed as we self- forgettully become the serv- way arotind the Stn, and that more significant, midveinent by which it turns ‘its

aggregite

of

ie

all forms of néed, with every kind of dark-

people.

social respectability, nor by wuF Wealth.

if nation or

the college,

for further discussion and the Society ad-

‘Questiohis bf popular influence are to by days of spring that the earth is turning its to ask the churches for it frankly. .2. If
We talk in desided, Hot by our numbers, nor by dui fice 6 the source of all light and warmth,
you are to get money ftom monied - men

progress,

future. -

churches o

young men there
and the eT
among them of more laborers nto
|: homvest.
:

ciety were present. There was no dis-

dence, The morning cometh,
so shall
light break with largest promise to all

ress was something independent, like the

progress of a train of cars.

Seminary.

and Sherprefore
rer Sur

stantlyto pray’ for the out;

night? as we answer back wiih confi-’ Rhode Island, either you must put a man

and our de-

Resolved, That the FreesB fist. chanohes ;
of New England must more he
look to
Bates collegeas the: principal ‘source OL up

Fhe President inquired, *“Does the Society Jjourned until 2 1-2'p. M., prayer being
continue to request the committee to pro- offered by Rev. D. M. Graham, of: Mass.
ceed to raise $35,000, and in'what way”
AFTERNOON:
;
Professor Fullonton then spoke as folAt
2
o'clock
the
prayer
and
praise
lows:
. To get this subject "belore you I will meeting was led by Rev. H. J. White, 4of
read a series of resolutions in regard to Maine.
At 2:30” the Education” Society was
the relation of the Education Society te the
college. As these resolutions contravene called to order and Dr. Cheney was elect‘the action of the Society: last fall, I will ad chairman pro fem. The resolutions
make an explanation. I understand the of Professors Fullonton and Howe were
committee appointed to take the subject |-taken from the table for further discus- =
into consideration were not able to report sion,but no one else wishing to speak uputitil near thé close of the Anniversaries. on.them, they “were ead ‘and adopted.
But few members ‘of the Education So- The Society then ad ljourned to the call of

yott carry out the action-of the Society

the

discus-

lowing resolufion:.

this Hiceting ‘was called to further consider the action of the Society at Olneyville
last Oétober, providing for the raising ot

$35,000 for educational purposes. Bev.
J. 8. Burgess inguired in regard tothe]

Society the resolutions.

Professor Howe then introduced the fol

‘Society was called by |Rev. W. H. Bowen,
President of the Society, who

uals and do Something.c
were laid on the table for futher
sion in the afternoon.

ciation adjourned at ten to the call of the

Seir,

of

we wilk

“take hold of this work with the Tru
tees?
If we can ‘not, let us net vote . for

was referred to the executive committee,

darkened

what

which

tion in regard to the Boston church and it for them and then go to work as individ-

When thé voice cometh out of
Watchman,

resolutions

them through. We must remember that
those resolutions bind us todo something.

The report was accepted and adopted
and the persons named elected to office. A paper was presented to the Adsocia-

fillment,

of the church is the compass of God's ful-

write

sound well and with a few remarks carry

Professor J. S: Brown, of Vermont:

exectition of the action
Oiie of two things

8 forces apart from the individuals com- tal, spiritual —these alliances we are called” becomes a mighty, unerring prophet. Ag
posing them.
In’ general terms, and upor to make. * Descending lower than. she embraces the world in her faith, we
with glittering generalizations, we speak any other we shall be glorified aboye ev- read the world's hope!
;
about national progress, as if that prog- ery other,
We ateeiinded by these lengthening
the same way of the

Maine, J. M, Lowden, of Maine, Fs K.
Chase, of New Hampshire, C. E. Cate,
of New Hampshire, J. Malvern;of Massachusetts, Lewis Dexter, of Rhode. Island,

:

Professor Howe said, It iis, easy for o ne

of |

vidually promise.”
bear an individual

us a power as a

alliances which this great doctrine establishes on the part of God's servants with

there was something peculiar about them

umph of the church,

J. White,

all speaking |in favor

fhominational fatorebe? What shall the direct fiom Hillsdale will do more good
future of the world be? The Gore Nn an- thun an appeal from the Educational. Soswer comes back : Just what your fyith ciety. The same is true of an appeal from
-Bates. Thére is a warm heartfelt sympa‘makes it; accordingto your” faith be, it

make

_hisq the’ necessity of sacrificing and
‘Our
i ross-bearing in every other ‘department |
|
sre
os
of life?|

88 he incurnates this

has had its

mission jis not ‘‘to recover a vanished
good, but to gird ourselves and go forward to a coming good.”
Our Lord go-

tramsforing.

{to'Be ** as his Master,”
'8. A mian really saves his ufoonly as he
: “lives helpfully. He' lives only fur Christ

which

men.
The object we seek is not behind
us in the dim or’ clearer distance; our

portant results are obtained. Valuable
ores lie not:on~ the surface, but hidden
deep in the mountain side} they must be
as they improve. Christ lives not in
sought with patient ‘toll and sicrifice.
Qrganiativns, as such, but in humap'
The earth abounds in 'nonumenis
hearts, and he is shown to men not as Wo
* which have acquired thé utter ‘ losing of
exhibit
tha machinery of a society or
self. A few days ago it was apnounced
denomination,
but as we bring ¢
to
that tbe tunnel of* St. Gothard was opens
mén
by
individual,
persons,
“contact.
ed for travel ; but nine thohthd ago, he
who planned it; who gave himself to its Self-sacrifice is a personal, priiical prinexecution, was Jaid away in the grave. ciple which causes men ts Relieve that
History teaches us that * the tree of itb- there is & Christ, and thdt'heé is a power
erty has been watered with blood.” on earth, and so his ‘gospel is directly,
Why thoh object 0 this docttine in re- warmly,’ ‘personally Brought into contact
gard to man’s salvation when we recog- with mén, ‘and betotves the leaven that

goen'dat of self and lives for Others, gan

as something

brightest days; something that must be
clung to as a never to be repeated experience, days of radiance which coming
gloom and cloud and darkness shall at

No

upon the principle that whosoever seeks
self shall lose self, and he that loses

H.

ford and oth
them. '

Whatever: of doubt

statue;
iit is a -life, a develop=} wen are Baptists, —that shall not be our rement, an expansive force, an arising from}, “ptioach—but if we be not free with that
beginnings, however “promising, going’spirit of freedom which hearty self-renun-

the expression of the life of the sliuech

C. 8.

of life for his sake?

perfect

of that peried. The church .as. it’ “lives, |
believes. * The creed is not made by" he on to a fuller, mightier future. Nor can
Christianity be regarded as a-picture over
church but for the church. So we see.
how unnatural, how absurd iis the attempt which we shall delight as a perfected, fito bind the church of any peried to the nal, finished product, over which we shall

At 8 o'clock the Association was called

Commilice,

Dr. Cheney, E, N. Fernald, C. A.-

the Committee did not . feel Justified in
carrying
out the instruction of the Eduea-.
chills other hearts; whatever worldly
Christianity is not an artist putting prudence; -and worldiiness of spirit binds tion Society. Dr. Fullonton then read the
touches to a lifeless -marble, to make'it a: others in chains, let us be indeed Free—if | following resolutions :

de-

But the creeds of the ‘church are the
chyrch believing. The creed of a particular period is the belief of the church,

we might be guided by the—Holy Spirit.
Prayer was offered by a number of the
brethren from the different churches.

Rev.

in

Ltparting from them

work of the session

~ to orderby the President,

is

Executive

cussed at ¥ome anath io Revs, S. o

ing for men rather than men for instituEducational Interests.
he
tions. The ‘denomination owes no man ~ According to the programme the Asso-

.itself in the language of hope. Imper- ination under obligation to notice us,
Let me work too; °
not understand it. It is in exact. keeping fection declares itself by prophesying flatter, or promote us individually. We
“(©
Desth widoeth,
have (done only that which is our duty to
with all success in every department of | days of perfection.
Let me do.
Self-hood,
human™living,
our
natural
do, and are unprofitable servants. We
life.
In
no
sphere
can
there
be
any
Busy as death my work I ply,
&
lay crown without a°cross. In the Christian life, clings to the past. . Iu is the mission exist for the ‘denomination. We
Til} I rest in the rest of eternity.
(Christ
under
no
tribute,
no
more_do
we
of
Christ
to
create
a
fyture
for
the
soul.
| Jife'itis the faithful servant, who shall | 0
Time worketh,
lay
our
brethren
under
tribute
;
we
Aare
“|
He
who
forgets
the
past
as
a
thing,
of
“finally reign.
Let me work t06; :
morbid regrets and darkness, or consents members one of another—aré brethren
These words. .of Christ ar
Heabls
4 Time ungdoeth,
‘Hl
not only to the begin
but to the to let it go as that upon ‘which he builds We are debtors to Greeks and barbarians
Let me do.
.
" Busy as time my work I ply, =
of
whole of the Christian life. Itis a prin- his hope, lets go his old life, and lives even, much more to the househetd
Till I rest in the rest of eternity.,
Christ, our own flesh, and-kindred.
ciple to be-Worked out in all life, a vital anew in Christ.
Christ is not a Saviour ‘to whom we
This principle we have set forth toprinciple to be acted upon by the ‘soul.
3
Sin worketh,
must
look back “for all or the chief iinspi- night will make us a power in the converLet me work too; -| One sows, nother reaps. The Christian
“I am with you always.”
He sion of the world abroad. How can we
Sin undoeth,
work goad on.
.
i ration.
toler ek:
__et me do.
5
AC Mén who lose ‘their lives: for Christ, is continually going Defore his disciples be unconcerned, how question what our
Buiyss sin my work I ply,
suffering for Christ, keep the church into Galilee ; continually making appoiat- policy for the next century should be, when
, rest |In the rest of eternity.
alive; these are the defendersof the ments with his disciples for days to come. a thousand
million ~ heathen
have
:
—DBonar.
The time of consummation has never never heard the gospel? How can young
faith. “The victories of the church are
fv
ob
| greatest when her. Reif sncrifioo is’ most yet been, and so the time for the cliurch men.go about daintily -in search .of a
a NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION: completes. Martyrs recommend Christ, to look to a past which it shall cherish as sphere, a place, when a million of men
hada, 7
This body held a session “with the There ig no eloquence so persuasive as its best posession has never come. “Christ are needed at oncg'to preach the gospel
Casco St church in Portland, Me., last that of self-sacrifice. The church in its gives no indication that the church is to in lands beyond?
week, beginning on Tuesday evening and early centuries became indeed a city set look back to his days upon earth, as a
_ Do we believe that the Master means
evening. The
closing on Thursday
upon a hill, bedause of the “hight to picture over which it shall fondly dwell what he says when he declares that he:
opening meeting for prayer and praise, which her sacrific¥s; her martyrdoms as the only blessed time.
We are not who. will save his life shall lose it? Then
led by R. Deering, Esq. commenced} raised her.
| merely-seexing a past Christ, a historical what means this selfish personal seeking
promptly, at 7.30. The opening prayer |.
The Sharh looks back to her creeds, Christ, but a present and a future Christ; of our day and generation? Who are exwas offered by Rev. Silas Curtis, of Con-:
and many would persuade us that her a Christ that goes before us. Our gold- pecting abundant life from laying down
Death worketh,

“ice Presidents, C. 8. Frost, of Vermont,
D. Dudley, of New Hampshire, and
E.E. Davison, of Rhode Island; Secrela~
ry and Treasurer, J. J, Hall, of Maine;

bound iff a great orbital movement to th | plan you will lose this money. - Have
behests of the Sun of “Righteousness,

b

you taken into account

the work

of the

there are signs, as of coming spring, that college It is a great undertaking -to
the race is, too, though so slowly, and too gstablish a college here in Maine, with
slowly, turning its face, its Year-stained, | two well endowed colleges alréady doing
spring-like face to. his beams of love

mercy.

Theair

and, |L9nccessful work. « Yet Bates has taken an

of civil and spiritual honorable position and ‘stands high in *the

freedom is abroad, as the ‘air 'of spring:

public estimation.

When

the Theologi- |

days; and there shall be fall spring-tidle: cal Seminary was removed to Lewiston,
ag length, and then stuiimer; a ‘suiter
that kndws ho aatumn, for'it is ‘thé sum-

mer, the millennitm of the sdfdts Jf God.
Arise, then, for the

morning ‘cimes and

the spring-tide awidfs us; 1¢t*as be going
with the Master; for’it1s Rts ‘hand in the
affairs. of ‘men; there is leaven in the

earth; ‘the ‘Lord of ‘light has ‘come and.

more than half of the Education

Society

thought the ‘school should be separate

matter?
selves?

Are we willing to
responsibility
-in the

Are we ready to. pledge our
Will the pastors keep this be-

fore their*people until it is accomplished ®

and when the churches should give it. He
did not think it wise to always press these
things so hard when many of the churches
were carrying heavy debts. Some fur-

ther discussion followed and the resolutions were then referred

to a committee

of five, comsisting of Dr. Cheney, G.F.*
Mosher, Revs. J. Malvern, A.Given and
J. W. Parsons, to be rewnodeled and pre-sented at a future meeting.
]
The chairman of the executive com-.
mittee reported the following paper ink re=:.
gard tothe Boston church:
Whereas the establishment

of a strong F.

B. church in Boston is of great importance 10
our future work in New
England, and where-

"as it is represented to us thata suitable and well

located house of worship'can now be sevuzed.on.

reasonable terms, and whereas - this property
will be disposed of by the owner ad the en
fest opportunity, and others parties are making
an effort to secure if; and whereas it aypedsy

that, no suitable centrally located house of worship will be available to our people in. case.

they are obliged to leave that whjch

they

¥
j

= |

mow:

oospy; as ig linble to be. the case through the
sale of the property therefo!ore,

from the college. I thought difterently,
Resolved,1. That this Absoeiation dnsignate a committee of seven to meet ay soon 8s
but yielded my opinion, but I have never possible:
wht our brethren.in Boston for the
changed it. I think we had better con- | py rpose of ExXuutnios the property above

solidate the two.

Why was not the Sem-

inary established somewhere else than at
Lewiston? It was on the ground: of" ‘the

paued, and lookinginto ' the condition of afaud of giving
adviceas to what in their
opin ought to
Gone.
That we fav
e Home Mission Board
fh the eid
the Printing Establisht each 10 choose & committee to meet in

walks ‘Here 'forévermore, and men are expense. At least $25,000 was - asked.of
seeing
him, and ure glad of his presence.
ton and consult with: the above named.
If
We have a mission in the world.
any church or community which should|’committee.
Arise,
then,
and
depart
out
of
old,
profithugs
‘a
we have lived denominationally
receive if, and it was finally established :
The resolutions were adopted and a’
lass utates of life and feeling, for these are
dred years only tego about asking timidin connection with Bates because its exnot
your
rest
;
only
in
following
his
steps,
committee
of = threy was appointed to
ly: have Wwe any special mission inthe
pénses could thus be best met..
contes
rést
and
glory,
and
the
sign
of
our
nominate
a
committee of sewn to visit,
world ? we shall never celebrate our Beo- 1 am sometimes asked if I should be
tiumph
still
and
‘forever,
will
be,
**
he
‘the’
Boston
church.
“Fhe Association
tisa
for
asking
we
discournged in care we do not receive the
ond centennial. Are
hue
will
save
bis
life
shall
lose
it,
and
he
then
adjourned
to
the
call
of the chair.
funds given by Mr. Bajes.
sion, fora call to RE
hat
will
love
bis
life
for
my
sake’
shall
EVENING.
*
@ sun‘ever ¢
when America, the best lan
Who,says « discouraged?” Gray hairs.
Hud
1
a
fia
AGT.
30
o'clock
the
meeting
Yor prayer
lightened, waits to be sa
oor auburn locks ? If, auburn logks, God
x
WEDNESDAY. }
aud
praise
was
led
by
Rev.
F.
K. Chale.
“worth
“saving?
have mercy on the “coming generation.
|
A
Associaihe Rssociation was called to sider at No. 1 shall not be
At 7.50, the President calipd
| It is time we wmaltipifed
1 have
|
tion
to
order.
‘Prayer
was.
oferd by
1b:
80.__
Prager
was
offurcd
by
Rev.
C.
great faith in the‘future of
manyHrd amid hein, i
|
Rov.
C.
wn
of
A
!
il believe it will Seed is os
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. come unto me: forof such is the kingdom

ol heaven.

a

Matt. 19:14.

&

Matt, 19: 13-96.

Notes and Hints.
H Then were there brought.”

This

took

oro he was to meet his death.
“Brought unto him.” ~The parents,
the mothers especially, did this.

¢ Little children.” In Luke we ‘read, |
instead of “little children,” *‘ infants.”

1V. The love)

of riches endangers the

soul.
:
V. ‘Grace can i conquer that love.

* That they were little children is shown

0+

:
he they were (rm
either were brought in“|
‘parents, OF Were 2 lod by ¥
the
igi] ge
What our children, will be, -and how
the hard to him."
:
» | they will‘ fill’ their ——
ory” ‘much,
«Put his hands on them, and pray.”
depend upon the way wi
‘them in

" _

i

from ‘the fu
:

Thatis, invoke a blessing on' the chil{
their youth. Says tthe tvise man :
dren. The putting on of hands was a}
«Prain’ up’ a child in the
way
* “hign of imparting the blessing sought. he should go and when he is old he
- ‘Fhe character of Christ had won'the re- will not "depart ¢ from it.” And this
spect and confidence of these parents.

,

They knew that he was a hely man.

* Rebuked them.” They thought it""an |

way we Should go in manhood, is the
wily of’ xuth, virtue, honor and piety.

|-

see,

5

We cofild interpret all this doubt and strife,
And for each mystery could find a key.

But not to-day,

Then be content, Poor heart;

God's plans, like lilies. pure: and White,
x

fold, .

uli

:

“We must not tear the close-shut leaves
Time whl reveal the calyxes ‘of gold.

apart,

And, if through patient toil, we reach the land.
Where tired feet, with sandals loose may
ma
Pris
rest,
When we shall sonriy know and understand,

|

1 think that we will say “ God knew

4
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‘is bad every way: And religious life is the great desideratum. Undoubtedly the
or cold, and he may think of it; but, the
thought, * Here am I; here is my under- ‘not exempt of those who are habitually ministry needs now, and. will ever need | ATEW PRAOTIOAL SUGGESTION.
8
standing; this i3 my ‘genius;; such is ‘my pitying thémselves. Who has not heard the enduement of the spirit; but does not
BY 8c.
&. 8.
one of these self-pitying Christians pray the chure need it? Weneed a conse
power or influence i” neyer enters his
and give a recapitulation to God of all the crated ministry; but do we not also need : In g recentN. X. "daily appeared notmind from mo;Thing | tll night... And ifa.
ice of Mrs. Astor with her 38,000 dollars’
man is busy as he ought to be, if be is circumstances that he thought would a consecrated membership?
Paul's gl
‘worth of diamonds, requiring the con- °
‘using himself rightly, pouring. out. his call down divine compassion |? Who has | II remember
as | stunt service of a d
and a little
life aS a power
on some iy of useful- |‘not heard men whine and whine at the |
of | farther down in the same column, & brief
ness, what aceasion has he to go back ‘throneof mercy, pouring’ ‘out’ all maniier
of pitiab le things?
:
the Ephesian ehiitoh, Take the cliurches mention of the death of a poot woman
and thiak of himself.
Now-ot to call this effeminate, unman- a3 a whole, hew large a numberof , the
from starvation. These two paragraphs
But a great ‘many do not permit this
ly,
un-Christian, it is certainly ina members are heartily sustaining the reg- in juxtaposition, fill “the sympathetic .
outgoing, but seem to think thatitis a
minor wity a form of self-conscionsness, ular work? Upon how -many can the heart with painful sensations. Why in
‘part of ‘their duty of watchfulness and
the poising “of one's self above that pastors depend for: constant snd active God's free world of munificence and
carefulness to keep themselves so near,
central
object, SELF.
co-operation? - Is not the number pain- beauty, this lavish . waste on thé one
that they are never out of the reach of
best. Ld

l= J

to

Leh Se Ju

not,

an +6 II

Suffer

said,

orbid. ‘them

HR Aa

and

* “breath. [i

Is not the sweetest gift God sends his friend,
And that, sometime, the sable pall of death
Conceals the fairest boon his love car send,
If we copld push ajar the gates of life, _
And stand within, and all Gods workings

One of the great evils which spring fully small, even in our most intelligent
hand, this cruel poverty on .the other?
from this constant thinking of one's self churches? Men and women who have
Dotibtless he who said to the rich man of
shall ‘lie.” On this, some other writer
is that it leads to a type of character most
stood before the altar and in the presence old, * Remaember that thou in thy lifehas said, « and the ‘tree Will fall the way
unlovely. It is not possible to feed a
.
of God and mien have solemnly vowed to time receivedst thy good things, and likeit leans.” And now to this I will add, a
man with the food that makes men, who
.. «he was much displeased.” He wanted tree will lean the way it is bent. The
be faithful, go their way, and anon -pay ‘wise Lazarus evil things,” will adjust. the
is much revolving about himself. There
this expression on the part of parents;
training we are giying our'young people, whatever may be the inflection, it is self- is very little in a man’s nature that he no more regard to those vows than to the matter righteously on. the other shore; but
/ he wanted the principle on which they
consciousness just the same.
most idle words ever spoken.
;
Paul says to Christians, ‘‘Ye are co-work- should want to be very familiar with.
- acted to be honored ; he wanted children is bending them in some direction,andeither
Professing to be followers - of Christ, ers with God,” and does he require nothlie; | This tendency to. excessive selfness is
way they should grow, fall
the
The mind was made to act with a glorious their lives, are sadly unchristlike; pro: to receive his blessing and promise.
or in the opposite way. And it is very inereased by the. practice of religions
ing of them here, in the way of evening
unconsciousness.
It was made to exert fessing to believe that men are in danger
“Of such.” Of minds humble and
if
sad to say, as-we see very many children self-examination. Not of necessity
trustful as "those of children; and also,
[its intellectual forces, and moril powers, they scarcely put forth an’ effort to save the balance, in regard to the distribution
are being educated and influenced in a rightly conducted. The duty ‘is an imof earthly goods?” What mean these
* of children themselves.
’
and affections, upon
portant one,and i meant to be beneficial ; and sympathies,
them. These glaring inconsistencies be« Scripture demands, ‘sell all that thou
bad
way,—a
way
in
which
it
will
not
be
«Is the kingdom of honuon:”” Mark
but the habit of perpetnal~ self-inspection, others. Our treasure house for the most tween the profession and real life. are’ hast, and distribute
to the poor’—
:
and Luke, in the original, say, *“ to such well either to Jie, fall, or grow.
as ordinarily conducted, leads to great part is outside of us. It the proper study| Fmaking an utterly false impression
“ Charge’: them that are rich in this
i elongs the kingdom of God.” This is |° Many youth are very badly trained confusion and perplexity. It is unnatural. of mankind is ‘‘ man,” it is other men.
the world in regard | to the a
world,
..", that they do good, that theybe
the meaning here. Hence Abbott well (if trained at all); in the family circle by The mind is not made to be watched
Self-consciousness is almost certain’ to principles of * the _ Christian = religion.
rich
in
good
works, ready to distribute”
their
parents.
In
some
cases,
‘this
home
~
says, * children belong to the kingdom
while it is working; and that self-exami- present piety ina forbidding aspect, be- They have a large influence in the devel- ~—¢ If any man will come after me, let:
influence
tends
to
make
them
unworthy.
~~. of God until they voluntarily depart from
nation which consists. in watching the cause-it reverses the direction of health
opment of that practical atheism which is | ;
himself,” ete.? But says an
_ it, to enter, by deliberate sin, the Kking- citizens and even criminals.
processes of life is false in philosophy, growth, turns the mind inward, and mor- ‘becoming sadly prevalent; = -you-please” friend at my elOne-half
of
our
state-ptisoners
are
dom of Satan.” It also belongs to all
“and mischievous in result. There are few bidness is a natural result. A true ChrisIn view of the facts to which attention
shave
we todo withMrs. Wm.
|
what
and
where
they
are,
because
of
bad
yo have the childlike spirit.
on
tian is the most noble.and lovely object in has- been _
odin these articles, in view B. Astor's diameads, or the poor woman
home-training or no’ good family “influ- that huve the ability] to employ the power the world.
*‘
He
laid
his
hands
on
them.”
Mark
of introversion judiciously.
&
of other'things of which these are" only in N; Y.whodiedof starvation?” Nothing.
says, *‘ took them up in his arms, put ences. Children are not learned to be
An unconscious Christian man is the suggestive, will a theology adapted. to
Many stop the process which they atYet. where iis the back country town, or
obedient
;
but
are
allowed
to.
have
their
his hands upon them and blessed ' them.”
tempt to look in upon. Instances of this most glorious object of beauty, and moral the living age, waste its strength discuss- hamlet however sinall, but has a coun,
own
way
and
do
as
they
please
;—are
Children, then, may sing as well as
occur among young Christians, who are ‘beauty, that the world affords. A “Chris ing doctrines which for the present are of terpart of this disparity of circumstances :4
others, ** What a friend we have in permitted to run at large in the streets just beginning a divine life. Their minds
tian man, fall of Christian thoughts and secondary importance? A recent. article
Jt may not be so marked, but * Ye have
nights, and to mingle with vicious per-|
Jesus.”
rise toward God in an ecstacy of gladness, purposes-and activities, is the most sub- in the ‘Star speaks of the questions in my the poor always with you,” is as ih
sons,
and
visit
drinking
places,
gambling
}.
s Behold, one came “Came runand instantly they check the feeling and lime object of manly excellence which send number as “ verities of the now as 1,800 years ago, and if we will.
ning,” says Mark. He was eager to rooms, and to consort with the ‘profane| say, ‘May pot that be a temptation? we meet here below. Every process
rch,” «¢ trisths pro¥en long ago,” but we may do them good. If Mrs. Astor
and vulgar; and thus are ruined. even
and every tendency “of a trae Christian is are they any: ‘more truly * yerities?” ate
know. Ought
I
not-to
examine
it?”
and
they
had willed, how easily out of her - abuntoward the noble, ‘the sublime, and the they any more “fully ‘proven! ?"
- * Good master: A respectfal address, before they reach full manhood.
dance, could she have saved that poor
are
look
in
to
see
what
that
swell
of
the
soul
Lord Shaftsbury says, that, -* threebeautiful ; and the ‘expression, “The
based on a recognition of Christ's wisstarving woman. Just'as truly lor every
they
any’
more
really
‘accepted
as
*
axiis
made
of,
and
whether
it
is
right
in
bedom as a teacheit * Master” here fourths of all the criminals in Great ginning and direction. This is the. re-{ beauty of holiness,” has great significance. oms” by every * ty ro” in Christian belief individual member of society, does the
power and ability to do good depend on
Britain begin their course of crime, “Demeans * teacher.”
sult, The attempt to inspect the feeling Such piety is always attractive and in- than are the truths in¢quded in what the the will* Few,
sompatatively,
have
tween
the
ages
of
8
and
16;
and
nearly
** What good thing,” dc. That I may
Tifting - up Jesus”? We wealth in-diamonds and gold to distribdissipates it, and changes it to a thought; fluential: But self-consciousness is un- writer acalls
all
that
are
kept
in
virtae
and
honor,
.
up
| + be saved, what good works must I do, or
-and instead of an emotion there is noth- lovely, and repellant. It talks about it- must be careful about taking any limited ute, but Jesus says a cup of cold water
to 18 years old, are about sure to remain
self, it eries about itself, it prays about view of Christian truth. 1 do not care to given in my name, ¢. ¢., with a will to
~ avhat good course pursué?:
ing but an idea.
» .
obey- my law of love, shall not lose its re0
#+ Callest thou me good?” Christ said such all through life.”
. Men spoil “feeling by analyzing what itself.- Isit any wonder when Christians make any direct reply to the article referred ward.
In
my
opinion,
the
one
great
lack
very
this, not to disclaim his own goodness,
they feel. Love, tremulous and initial, carry themselves perpetually before men, to, further than tosay that the history of the | . The other day a poor man with a large
‘ ‘but to impress the young man with the generally is the want of an.-proper family needs to be nourished, and not watched ; that men say, ‘ I'do not think their piety chureh teaches us that more than once in “family, being reproved for not taking his
is very desirable?” FL ii
respect the past she has been summoned to the children to the village church- and Sabfact that if he, Christ, was a good teach- government.
and when the analysis of itis undertaken,
bath-school, replied, * It is impossible in
Rev. Dr. Todd once said, ¢ Some say
FESR RR SE EEE
{ theie judgment,
. er, he was a divine teacher..
This led
“t-defense of hér”
fundamental verities,” the
the play of it is stopped.
circumstances, for me to -clothe =
&-b-&
there
is
no
family
governinent
nowadays.”
>+&
. the ruler” to consider if he really had
and in this respect, history is repeating children to compare in any degree wit
Thus self-examination becomes only a
But
I
say
there
is
as.
much
now
as
+ faith,in Christ. . ..,
itself. 1 would also kindly suggest that other children in the Sunday-school, and *
LIVE THEOLOGY: WHAT 18 Ire
‘mischievous’ meddling in thousands dnd
I will not subject them tg sneers and ridi« Nome good bul one, that is, God.” there ever was, with this differefice; for- thousands of instances with moral proBY REY. F. K CHASE.
so I keep them at home.” He is an
* Christ was without sin. Hence Christ is merly parents governed their chiidren ; cesses that need to be let alone, as roots
= telligence and thought and life is needed cule,
intelligent, far-seeing man, as the world
now children govern their parents.
:
Iv.
’:
“God. No mere man can strictly be callin order to see the force of what has been judges, and without attempting to show
in the earth which, if brought to the sui1 have known boys, mot five years
d,
& a student of the history ‘of Christian- said, than that obtained from ading the {hn falsity of his reasoning, according to
=ed good.
face of the ground, die.
For the mind
“Enter into life.® Thatis, be saved. that ~ controlled. the whole househ! % acts as rots do in the dark, to thrive they ity two things baye always been a cause Tues. “With these erkors in Philgsophy, eternal standards, let us 00k at the: facts
And thus children. are allowed to ray
BE
sa en
Sd
‘Holy love in the heart is the beginning
a live theology will deal philosophically.. in the case. A large family are starving
erground, and the fruit, not of surprise.
for the bread of life, and this want and
up perfect tyrants, without any sense". oR
1.
‘That
the
Christian
religion
'
hgs
The press, the pulpit, the church can pot
of eternal life. /
plant, i8 to bear the examore need that impinges on the Forever,
the propriety . of obedience, reverence,
made
so
much
progress
notwithstanding
is
safely ignore them. With this practical is opused by the luxurious style of living
hich is. to be the test of its
ination,
“ Keep tthe commandments "This
‘or good behavior.
all the insidions and open hostility. which atheism and its causes, a live theology. in the immediate vicinity--not to the ex:
“the 0¥ifginal, natural and Mosaic rule of
We shall soon vacate. our places of value.
it has met.
Log
will deal in no’ uncertain manner. « Aj travagant extreme of Mrs. ‘A's diamonds,
The
habit
of
going,
“pack
to
“one’s
ceil
salvation,
trust ; and the youth, growing up around
9°”
That
it
has
progressed
so
rapidly
theology which dares riot touch living; “Fbut in brocades; and laces, and: velvets,
“Which.” He may have referred to us, and urider our training, ‘are to take in the manner: just indicated is a school
equally
productive
of : sad - results.
notwithstanding
the
crude
and
imperfect
vital issues save with its gloves on, though in a quiet,
which
in which men learn self-consciousness
gural town it is again
the disputés of his day concerning
our places :—and:are we doing our duty
and
even
false
representations
which
have.
~ which hesitates to deal plainly with cur- pamprred pride and ruinous want in
underdhe name of duty. If a man from
* ofthe commands were the greatest.
in fitting them for these various and * ph- |
i
rent,local abuses, which meekly tolerates juxtaposition. But, says‘my elbow crit™
hi Jesus said unto him.” He mention- portant trusts? Let us seg to it that we _early morning, through every hour of the been made by its friends.
Of the two 1. think the Jatter -i8 the all sorts of inconsistencies, is not adapted ie, would you bave the wealthy churchdays says. i What is the' state of my
ed only those which treat of the duties of finally are not ** weig
in the balance
with
more’
remarkable, Hud the Christian to the-present age. Let every Christian goers, furnish their poor neighbors their
heart”
under
the
name
of
examination,
he
of
treat
to man, not those’ which.
Tp
‘man
clothing to compare favorably with
and found wantin
religion
been
of
merely
human
origin;
minister prepare himself for living work. own? Not ata % The rich are required
‘ig going to school to himself. And alen
7
daties to God as God.
though the motive leading to this may be ‘had there been no divine power in it,long" Let him be ready if need be to meet skep-| ¢14 pdmin stor to their brother's need, but
All these have I kept.” He was & ; SUNDA RCH NEWS AND NOTES.
need is not gay clothing. The cost
ere this it must have been crushed by its. tics upon their own groand.q Let him
conscientious, the result is harmful.
strictly moral man; yet not saved.
. Wise caution and loving diserimination
to the giver, Ineasudves !the value of the
‘own
adherents,
hold
wp
before
his
people
in
his\
preachlack.
a
felt
He
yet?”
I
«« What lack
should be used in respect tox the induce-| "For‘a man who has nobody but himself
(David said to
For the divorcemient betweéh Teligion ing and in his own life, a high standard gift in the sight’
Ornan
I
will
not
BL
that which is |
He was not at peace. . This is not the ments that are held out to children to at- to talk with hag poor company. For the
of self- -righteousness, , elie tend Sabbath-school. , A sensible womwn proverb says, ..** He has a fool for a com- and practical life the pulpit and the of Christian .morals. Let the Christian thine for the Lord, nar offer burnt otforquestion
remarks: ¢¢ I can not believe that God's
religious press are to a considerable de- ‘press speak in no uncertain words ‘upon ings without cost?) and doubtless there:
Christ Would'not "have had fespect for truth has ever entered one heart wisppad panion who has only himself.” Many
gree responsible. = Over the begining | these great subjects. * Let the church in are modes.of self-denial as acceptable to
* him.
!
persons start on the right track, but are
ina bribe. »..8. 8. Journal.
of
‘and
development of the Christian life's her individual members be true to her hip - who holds all the’ treasures
Complete
se Ifo thou will be perfect.”
earth at his command, as the giving of
The Robert Raikes Centennial will be switched of without knowing it, ahd think vail of mystery has been so frequently
high calling. Let them be Christians one's material substance.
in’ preparation for eternal life.
ing on the track of religion
celebrated, under the auspices of the ‘they are
In truth, the curbing and modifying
and sell that thou. hast.” . ‘This Foreign Sunday-school Association, in the |A¥len they are running on the track of Bn that multitudes are hindered from everywhere, and the power of our relig“Go
tempting it. More emphasis has often, ion shall be seen ds never before.
the lustof pride and vain’ show, is the
vare Presbyterian church
shows the remarkable iesjght of Christ. Madison
religious seH-conceit.
‘been laid upon what u. man feels, than
ednesday, May 5, at 10:
In a concluding article upon this sub- very thing he positivelylet‘enjoins.
He knew whete the sin of this, man lay. New York,
it not be that
Just as really, if not just as much, men upon what he purposes to do. A nominal
«'Whose adorning,
be continued in
A.
M..
‘The
session
will
ject, Tshall call attention to one other onward, adorning—of wearing of gold,
His avarice kept him from union with the afternoon and evening.
Dall into ° religidus
self-consciousness, assent to a formulated creed has been very important point.
‘| or of putting onof a patel. Wy ‘Take bo :
God. He could not say, i‘ thy will he
through the process of self-conderiination, more sought for ‘than a. real warm heart
We
must
not
be
ever
seeking
“our
own
Je ‘shall
0-0
thoug vr the
in respect to my property.” Self-condemnatory persons present to
will and pleasure, but asking ourselves :
on. vs “Bo clothed w Bindmility. nu
That is + What would my: Saviour want me to ifs mind #s"offénsive instances of morbid love. Conformity to certain rites and
Have | treasure in heaven.”
of life, he
p
Bae
SOMETIME.
ceremonies lias been dwelt upon to the
s
et rnal life in heaven.
the world.”
dapr-If it is something hard,’ “nevérthe- self-consciousniess il any that are ever practical forgetting of a conse gerated life.
Sometime; when all life's lessons Have beak
to -bear
and follow me.” Ile was. Hot. Jess take4he cross ; Ye Gi
learned,
In these things a great | stak 0 has been
and to fight, our seen.
Bake up ‘this cross. All the present disappointanenty
Amid sun and stars forevermore have set,
sbraway hs ‘the tares |
Yoons “who are. forever made, honestly perhaps, yet: a mistake
sins, than to be
g had done this, and they | ‘and have ever]
‘Borrow, Let’ ug tbe
The things which our weak “Judgments here
esp forever talking whose results
we can now plainly see:
rd in this life of an uitied) Jute to: take our eross with Be: to the|
‘have spurned,
tng tl
pe themselves. © “
Again, a halo of false sanctity has been
‘Tht things o’er which’ we grieved with lash ping by
heaven
andl
permitted
to.
gathex..
about
the.
pulpit
They
are
always
“vile
sinners.”
They
with a
. es wer,
i of an | Will lish before us ott of life's dark gat,
| always have * rags"! for their riglteous- | which’ excludes sigiost, bi
eémd
to be
to
a
We are, told.
306
AS stars shine mostin'deeper tints of blue;
a | need. They always seemto themselves intensely practical
: of hore sodnd jo in
tic up bit- |
to preach; A Ad we shall see how all: God's plans were ™m oye ane
.| more. bi ‘need for a”
to be *¢ worms of the dust,” though they that the pulpit is too on
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selection ‘of - library
right,
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t their: heads. pretty high ‘for worms ! ‘about secular things, in, It is said that
ve
will
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how
what
seemed
‘reptoot
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ir talking against themselves is “only the minister must not preach about:
annoyance to Christ, and ‘a weakness. ‘on
“the part of the parents.
« Suffer litile children.” Mark . adds,

Solomon says,

*‘ As a tree ‘falleth

so

it

religious self-consciousness.
~
All'this may be amiably done. It may
be by comparison with others to our disadvantage. It may be done regretfully,
or it may be done complacently.
Bat:

oprrouful He loved!
‘than
eterial life, att

Hr

ust examine

almost,w

po
r way of talking about themselves. ‘politics, or intentpetunce, or gambling;or:

ts al the bette for that, Risin it

licentiousness, or commercial’ dishonesty,
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And you shall shortly know that lengthened
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little children,

But wear your sorrow with obedient grace!

a

s

Oh, do not blame theloving Father so,

A

..GOLDEX

;

Where human Kisses can not reach his face, .

le a (ESE

Matt. 19: 13-26.

Be sure a wiser hand, than yours ormive.
Pours out this portion for our lips to drink.
And if some friend we love is lying low,

gl Te a

Mark 10: 35-5.

and.
:

RT

Humility taught.

' Jesus and the young.

rebel

shrink,

RL

The children’s hosannas. - Matt. 21: 1-18.
Training of Timothy. 2 Tim. 3: 1-17.
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Matt. 18: 1—14,
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«JE SUS AND THE YOUNG.

“The cifild-like spirit.

self; T am sucha sinner; “before God,” { political honesty, commercial integrity,
they think he is very humble. He may | temperance, and purity of heart and life
camels could enter aly by “crouching
y
BY REV. C.F
¥. PENNEY. |
¥
“| be, or he may not be. Iam.ndf, far be x t [asreally Christian doctrines as any others?
re i
‘down.
Is there . anything that affects human
The reasons |" w hap Ix mean is, that spiritual selfness, from me, holding up to ridicule a
* Than for a rich man.”
uine
experience
of
this
kind,
which
ry
character
and life with which the Chrisone,
selfishness,— which keeps
for this are to be found in ‘the. effect of” —not
tian
minister
has no right to deal in the
man
ought
to
feel.
perpetually
riches on character: Mex trust in riches ‘unconsciously it may ‘be,
Tt is not unfreqaent that as'a man’s pulpit? IfT mistake not, it" is the very
{| moving in the circuit; and hovering over
and in themselves rather than in God.
soul stands before him, measured by the genius of Christianity that it comes down
if
Not
saved?"
be
‘the pit of his own existence and thus for- perfect righteousness of Christ and by the
can
then
« Who
and touches every part of the life of those
:
the rich find it so hard, the poor all the ever occupied with his own self.
holiness of God's law, he feels, ‘‘ I abhor
whose very hairs God numbers, whose
rather,
.
but
It
is-as
possible
for
a
good
man
to
be
so;”
more must find it
and ashes; but under very hearts God searches. * The Gosdust
in
myself
« gince all men alike love riches how religiously egotistical as it is to be ego- guch circumstances a man generally puts pel? in the sense that Paul preached it,
tistical in a secular sense; and there are
te
can any one be saved?”
his month, and his. mouth in was a very broad term." It included philLeft to. .thousands that are so, Thos conscientious, 3 his hand on
“« With ‘men 4.4 tmpossible.”
does not say very much
and
osopliic doctrines of the most profoued
dust,
the
themselves,’ uninstructed, uninfluenced” cautious, and God-fearing, keep their own
self
one's
about
nature;
but it also. included the who
talking
This
it.
about
by the Spirit of ‘God men could not give life so under their own inspection that it under the cover of self-condemnation is range of human activities. To the fact
hold
never gets out where it can be free, and
up earthly things /for heavenly, or
not only _selficonsciousness and pfide, that the pulpit has too frequently forgot7 develop
a true manly breadth
and
.them' suhjeet to the will of God."
it is these things varnished over with ten or ignored this we may to some
“but
« With God" all, things are possible.” ‘strength.
a “conventualism,
which is religious extent, attribute the divorcement alA true man, I take it, lives the greater
his ‘revealed love, his
By his truth,
cant.
Sad
ready spoken of.
:
holy Spirit he can lead hearts to conse- number of hours with scarcely thought
There are others who fallinto the habit
But
further,
this
is
largely
die: to1 the
bs that he does live. Of course everybody
crate themselves to eternal life.
of self-eonsciousness through’ the door of lack-of consectation on the part of the
comes home to himself occasionally; but self-pity. For men pity themselves as
PRACTICAL L#SSONS..
men and women who make up our
a true man may be in life, exerting great
I. That Christ loves hij.
well as blame themselves. Pityisa very church membership.
Some
people have
infancy are sav- power, studying, laboring, thinking for
11. Children dying in
g indeed, butt is a thing foroa greatdeal to say about a consecrated
others, working for catises¢outside of}
ed.
Bet
:
:
exportation rather than for domestic use. | ministry. Preachers of the gospel, filled
III. Parents are to consecrate their of himself, and for hours and days, may. And the habit of _pitying one’s self isa
scarcely think of himself egotistically. most demoralizing habit to fall into. It with the Holy Ghost like the denominachildren to Christ. |
tional fathers, are thought by many to be
He may be thirsty, or hungry, or warm:

a

(For Québtions see Lesson Papers.)

Too much ofswect to craving babyhood,
whole counsel of God.” The distinction
often made “between the ** sacred” and 8o God, perhaps, is keeping from us now .
the «ggcular” is a false one. Are not Life’s sweetest hides because it Seometh

SAR

|

in ety does, mot, boast.” But if he
mens ny
are so few; Ihave
says,
, my graces are
— | 80 little with ‘which T can console my-

RELIGIOTE SELEF-OONSUIOUSNESS.

the city called “the needle’ s eye,” which

QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY FROF. J. A. HOWE:

Christ's childhood. Luke 2:40—52.
The boy Samuel. 1-Sam.3:1-21.

Emmnicions. 3

the

Tt has been
impossible.
seemingly
thought that there was a small gate. ‘of
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expression of the Jews
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“THE

: Generally these enthusiastic ones know

Northern Methodist church
is estimated at $6,500,000:
The
Regent
Square

much hesitation, I resigngd my excelent. just how to appeal to people and “extort
«barge -and accepted the city position. their offerings. They always have deIt was not long before I began fo ques- nominational thumb-screws to apply: The
tion whether 1 had done right, and from" credit of the denomination is at stake.
that day to this, have felt that that was They will admit they were too, sanguine
the great mistake of my - ministry; I but
it was in’ 4 good
cause.
Then, so
ought to bave staid where I was till the much will be lost,if more is not forth« Lord wanted me elsewhere. 1 didnot; coming, and the cause will have a set
and have had cguse-tg regret it. Had back which will not be recovered from in
some ** Irenseus” been
beside me then to a generation, if not helped now. Above
whisper in my ear, and if a whisper all this, if'belp is not given the Romanists
would not answer, to cry aloud, “Stick,” will get the building. This is a clincher
he would have done me life-long service, and generally draws forth the money.
and had my life-long thanks. I hope Talk of Catholics giving, from the fear of
that word may prove a word in season to purgatory; why the thought of a church
some: brother whois tempted to a like se- ‘built for evangelical worship falling’ into
rious mistake.
the possession of the priests is more effect-

ive for getting

Protestant money

whom are elders and half deacons,

. Boston has homes for aged

“large:
if old

wa
r will sometimes
Drop all sbloom from the stalk.

Bo, in my youth's glad morning,

I would like to hear the summons’

ry

That must come,
some time, from God,
I would pass from the earth’s perfection
.
To the endless June above,
From the fullness of living and loving
To the noon of immortal love.
~Ella Wheeler.

be the dcene of frequent disputes and dis-

tarbances ; but let business

drive,

and

every workinan be busy,and. the difficulty

will soon be ebviated.
In a little village or hamlet half a doz.en churches exist year after year in a

ro-re

a contagion and their fellowship a snare.
His desire for fellowship and sympathy

- comes out again and again! in

hig

busy

and varied life. In part, this is due to
his..need of fellow-laborers that could

supply the pressing needs of the wide
mission field in which he labored and dis

-™

rected the labors of

others.

But,

also true that his heart

was

trusted

that. knew

and

true

- loved him.

men

hungry

it

is

for
and

How kindly always does he

mention his helpers, both men and women.

If he craved companions in the

mis-

sionary fervorof his younger years,
mich more when, as Paul

how

the aged,

‘he

was in severe imprisonment,” uncertain
as to what the issue would be, with rea-

son to dread the worst.

Suffering pleads

striving
to send

the gospel

into

ail

than

n

holding

their

little

sectarian

banner-of Emanuel upon the conjuered

fortress of error and idolatry, and with
feet ‘*beautiful upon the mountain tops,”
publishing glad tidings and
proclaiming
the kingdom of God is at Ay
:

Is it not time to end these fruitless and
for sympathy.
Itis no wonder, therefore, that, like his Master under the olive fratricidal strifes, and in obedience to the
trees, Paul longed for the presence of great Captain of our salvation, devote
_ old-time friends... You catch the thrill our united energies to the work of pub<, of big rejoicing and gratitude as he lishing salvation to the lost, and winning
: Spek of uesiphorus, ‘for he oft re- souls from the power of darkness to the
reshed me, and wasmot ashamed of my marvelous light-of God ?—=The Christian.
Z
¢hain. But, when he wis io Rome, he
EE
MEEEEANED 4h 2h <® dh EEE
sought me out very diligently and found |
__. MEEKNESS.
me.”
* Do thy diligence to come before
- Meekness is not weakness. A man may
winter,” breathes the painful yearning of
- his heart for Timothy, his own son in the be weak and reek; but he is not meek
:
gospel. God grant that when old age because he is weak.
Rather, meekness implies
strength,
comes, with its -infirmity and suffering,
~4e may have loving friendsto cheer and some strength of passion. No being
comfort us.
May we never forget the without passion ean be meek. Meekness,
gentle ministryof a thoughtful love to therefore, is not apathy, since it demands
others.
*‘Only Luke is with me.” Then feeling. Meekness is not stoicism, is not
Paul keenly felt the desertion “of others. that self-control which comes from the
Others had been with him. Some bad culture of the mind, and is. produced by
departed on necessary work. : Their ab- mingling with gentle society.
No man is Bapurally mbek. _ Some peosence brought sorrow.-without - bitterness.
le are born servile..-They are Uriah
But those that deserted him. touched the
quick ofa soul singularly responsive and Heeps from their birth. Some are born
tender, -‘* But Demas has forsaken me, humble, somex<soft, Some, weak, some
having loved this present world.” This lymphatic. No man was ever born meek.
he natural characteristic which most re-’
same
Demas had been joined with’ himself and. the beloved physician in greet- sembles meekness, which a man may have
ings to the Colossian church. Yea, he from his birth, is despicable; and “when
had been with Paul in his first

he acquiresit by practice it is villainous.
St. Paul teaches, in Galatians 5: 23,that

imprison-

is

new. called for, It is pleasant in this immediate connection to have this expres-

pl

|

pleasing to his Heavenly Father that he

should overcome .evil

with

good.”

Onur

highest example of consummate méekness

isin our Lord Christ. : The greatest possible injury was done to him; such , as ‘no
other man ever endured; He thrilled to

sion of restored confidence in ‘Barnabas’
sister’s son.” Sueh are the outcomes of
life.. Let us thank God and take courage.
the core of his soul in being
spit upon.
‘Only Luke is with me.”
* Then God honers the faithful hod the Then did Jesus, being more insulted than
true, Lake. dn. _&. quiet, modest way, | any other man could be, having far more
9

|

is oo

Aan
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miglit and power over

but Ser dear friend

»
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was

the
t, iid
bili Act! Ed
is Bothing, He-gould not do otherwise,
‘What
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an aureo
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ily to take vengeance.

Cowards and

surrounds

rtohd. x gloss Ton the Mas-

ter’s hand. Churchly
been for'déeds of"

canonizations have
value, or al

leged miracles more doubtful still.

This.

honor comes from God; and for simplest
deed of human love: and brotherhood:

the

a

never be

meek, but strong, positive; passionate
patures come to their “utmost grandeur
when they endure temporary wrong to
themselves for the sake of eternal right to

the universe.

~

i

-

the belief that other people will
pay for
its enterprises. Thisis presumption and
impudence. All denominations
suffer

ON STIOKING:
to

weakling<can

ENTHUSIASM—NOT WANTED.
We believe iti entlinsiasm, but we have
great objections to it: when ‘it proceeds on

gain.— Religious Herald.

A correspondent writes

‘than

0 Ol

“Only Lukeis with me” is such honor~ able mention
as the Cmsar might never
-

his’ enemies

ever
anyother man did. have, bear all.
his wrongs as quietly as if he had no abil-

aoin

New

frem it;

York Observer:
a
;
My wife'fiuished her accustomed reading the Observer thoroughly, and, laying
it down, said, + Irénsus can't help being

Appéais have been sent out all
cost. ‘New

York

and Brooklyn have a number of churches
interesting.” She was’ thinking ‘of the ‘covered with.
.. erected by enletter on ' ‘‘not throwing dirty water -thusiagtic: trustees who, expected other

away until we have got clean,”

hi

he. amele 1 concur

peopled foot the bills,.
An Episcopal

i

hurch in Brooklyn was lately. saved

to

thaf'denomination by a om arkable in-

stance of individual liberality,
1 speak f8e aly on ‘the sub- grogations
of other de: ominalio
experience in not ost their churches or use them
b
sufférance of mortg

all New York have
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. Pope Leo has ordered a commission to
resources to draw on, let them be clothed ‘catalogue
the Vatitan library, in order
with the shame of fuilare. Proper enthu- that it may be of greater use to students
siasm does not expect to tax people who who have permission to study its con-
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them for 4 beautiful
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Thefe are, itis said, 150,000, German

If a minister and ‘a church

pointment to the bishopricof North .Chi-
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Downs was given up by
physicians, to die with

The annual report of the Broadway
Tabernacle of New York City, Dr, William M. Taylor, pastor,sliows a list of 993
communicants.

Fully twenty converts to Mormonism
over-the country for a Methodist Church
at Saratoga built. by : enthusiastic people “have recently gone to, Utah from Lawrence

who did not count

of

the last six months.

addedzto the Loan Fund of the Methodist
ment.
Heavier than a chain must have
Board of Church Extension since the 1st
ben this forsaking, “tis wring away « meekness is the fruit of the Spirit.” It of
January. This brings the total amount
is a purely Christian virtue. "The heathen
from me.”
paid in up to $340,000.
y
Time and trials test ds well as intensi- neither had it nor taught it. Roman vir, The Bible colporteur
in Genoa, Italy,
fy even Christian friendship: Let us not, tue was precisely the. opposite of meekbe astonished if men fail, if faces ‘that ness, He was the most virtuous man employs a horse and attractive carriage,
once brightened as we came grow cold | who used his powers of the body and not so mach for comfortable locomotion
as for aid in_ preaching the gospel, and
mind to punish his enemy.
and hard, or are seen no more.
a larger sale of the Scriptures.
“Only Luke is with me.” Then bLis |* The meek man i#a-man ont of whom gaining
Italian laws do not permit preaching
in
misery was mitigated by mercy. Luke pride, unforgivingness, and hatred have the streets and squares. On entering a town,
is with me. Probably the very best man been taken by the. Spirit of God. He hehires abit of the public square for his carthat Paul could bave with him. Let us knows his rights; he maintains them riage. from which he reads and expounds
make
loyig mention of the good our quietly. He feels through all his soul an the Scriptures. The law regards this as
Heavenly Father sends. Let us sing of injury done hini; but never seeks redress’ only praising his mérchandise and. protects’
mercy and judgment. Paul spoke justly by vengeance. That which by nature is him in it; thus the last year he has had a
and with acute pain of those that had Jor- despicable in man, ig'absolutely sublime, wonderful sale of the Bible, and brou¥ht
saken’and done him much evil, but ‘he when superinduced upon his character by the gospel before fifty. or sixty thousand
does not rail at human treachery and dis- the Holy Ghost. He abstains from injur- who never heard of it before.—~Golden
HT
appointment, His noble nature never ing his enemy not because he does not Rule.
lost its truth. His loving heart was never fee) the injury done himself, nor because _ There are two-Baptist churches in South
-or skill to take ven- America, One is located in Santas Bartouched by scofner's hate.
’ he bas vot power
‘The wind that sweeps away the chaff geance, nor because it is politic to. suffer bara, Brazil, and is chiefly composed of
leaves the richer
in. The once-dis- wreng for a season, but because it is after-the-war emigrants from our Southtrusted Mark, who fell away at Perga,
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ciety reports an. income

be rebuked and

world, they might, instead of sustaining
two or three opposition meeting-houses,
with their scanty congregations and their
half-starved - ministers, have
planted:
churches on the slopes of the Himalayas,
or in the jungles of India, or among
the | deem it a solemn dutyto become acquaint| red men of the far West,and these church ed with sin and misery, willbe likely: toy
members and ministers, who display such . see the devil in some things, and to have
rverse and self-destructive ingenuity agonizing doubts as'to whether .God can
might have been leading the skirmish
line of the army of the Lord, planting the

contributions.

and hearts’ of natives

So wrote Paul in his last letter to. Tim- they are. quarreling about. The real
othy. 1t is readily perceived that the im- trouble is they are too thick. Had the
ground cultivated the
risoned apostle craved companionship. first: one on the
Pree does not destroy or weaken the so- field, and with friendly, generous and
cial faculties of our nature. It tends to charitable comprehensiveness, massed all
urify and exalt all uoble sympathies. the forces and pressed. forward the work
ul. was no hermit, fleeing from the face of the Lord, searching his Word for
of his fellowmen, as if their presence was counsel, obeying his commands and
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~ “Familiarity breeds contempt.” = A denominational
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Woman's ‘Missionary Society.

~The evening had been set apart for a
meeting of the Woman's Missionary
Society, and the exercises were opened
at 8.15 by prayer, offered by Rev. H. J.
‘White.

~Mye.V. G. Ratisey then read an “fnter© esting. and valuable paper on * Foreign
” the following is an
of which
. Missions,
abstract:

once in
The Duke of Wellington
company with several clergymen. After

listening for some time to arguments for
and against Foreign Missions, the old
_soldier impatiently exclaimed, ‘* Gentlemen, what are your marching orders?
_ Mas not your Captain said, * Go ye into
all the world and preach the gospel to’
every creature? If you acknowledge his
authority, your business is not to argue,
but to obey.” This is a fundamental

promise.

~The church in the eighteenth

emerging . from

we, shall be constrained to constant..

terrible fervent prayer.

the

will'be found to teach them to read, who

It is not by might or by | will not introduce the Bible into their

duty

should rise and do its whole

in

the

must not forget that there are two parties and

their united action fa necessary for success.
homes and then when our tardy footsteps great emergency. But how shall she do
power—it is not by money that this w.
The people must adequately support the paswine’
struggle with the Scarlet woman, who,
intoxicating
discard
should
She
arrive at their gpors bringing the gospel, ‘it?
to be carried forward, but by the Spiri
had for ages. nsurped her place, heard the is
Tempérance. tor in temporal things and should also give
table.
him 4 hearty support in afl his moral enterthe Lord our God. By thé prayer of they may be closed against us and our at the communion’
of
among|
Master's call to renew the conflict with
dissemiiiatéd
be
should
prises,
lay our weak and trembling opportunity to give afd theirs to receive principles
We
faith
our homes,
But the ideal pastorate in not often found.
truth. In view of the Master's words we heathenism. ®*This work had been lain hands in the hand of him who moves the the glad tidings of salvation may be lost the young. Let us beautify
more attratf: Mauy parishes at the annual meeting vote.
|
forwellnigh
gatherings
was
it
socidl
that
our
long
so
make
down
~1
question.
this
debate
inforever. God is calling us loudly to “Go
* have no right to
universe, and through him we are
ive than the saloon. Means “of -preven- upon the question of retaining their pastor for
Let us’ glance at the. proportions and gotten, and Christians heard the command | vested with a strength that is sublime and | “preach the gospel to these women.”
far more valuable than those of another year, If this vote shows that a con.
to
take
it
up;
with
incredulity.
The
Mo|
the
of
My sisters! let us obey the call. . Do tion are
necessity of this work, and at some
irresistible.
the moderate drinker be in- siderable pumber wish for a change, he ought
Let
cure.
* enCouragements that ought to cheer and ravians were the first to obey, and they
In this great field into which the hosts we realize how very little we are doing? duced to abandon his practice by means of course to resign sud thus avoid ‘causing a
among
work
commenced their Mission
stimulate us.
Shite Lord are pressing a post is assign- | I believe if the Christian women of to-day of all the influences which can be brought division in the church. There are’ other cir"The estimated, population of ‘the earth the heathen in: 1741. The Preshpterians
tous; a post that for forty-five, years would lay aside their superfluities, in to bear upon him. Let also the liquor cumstances in which he may wisely’ resign.
900,000,000Tu bout the same time sent laborers “among hds been bravely held, by a weak but dress.only, to say nothing
1
of those of the traffic be discountenanced in every possible But too often this is done hastily and "without
is 1,423.000,000." Of these
‘sufficient cause. He certainly ought never to
the
Indians
of
this
country,
-and
‘gave
to
Mohammedans,
160,000,000
bugle
table and house dovoration. ithe amount
are pagans,
courageons band. Now while the
way. -Let there ajso be earnest ‘prayer, do so becausé"dne or two fault finders ish
‘the
annals
of
the
church,
the
honored
7,000,000, Jews, 265,000,000 are of the
blast is sounding and the rallying cry is thus saved. would support every foreign | and let us vite as well as pray and vote as him to go.
.
Greek and Roman Catholic churches, names of Elliott ‘and ‘Brainard. This is heard throughout Christendom and all the missionary in thé world!
The papet closed with a fervid
we pray.
reason’ “Because Be falls
common
Very
A
*
And by superfluities, I do not mean appeal for earnest and persistent work.
leaving 95,000,000 Protestant Christians, what we term the commencement of the ranks of Zion are moving with enthusiasm,
to witness the fruitage which he desifes, and
in whose hands are the main instrumen- era of modern Missions, but it was not shall we content ourselves with the weak everything that is not: absolutely necesRev. F. K. Chase, of New Hampshire, of- he resigns so that another who has a different
wu
method of work may follow him hg enjoy
:
talities fof the evangelization of the till the early partof. the present’ century and timid efforts ‘we have hithertg been sary, which. would ecregte that severe fered the following resolution :
that
the
church
was
awaked
in
any
congreater success. This is nota sufficient reason,
Chris
the
we
of
view
duty
of
the
is
it
point
That
whatever
_ Resolved,
world. From
India is sare for Jesus” and plainness which is an approach to uglimaking?
influence
that his people are united and desire
regard it, this work assumes gigantic pro- siderable degree, and the success achieved God is calling us to the final struggle and ness, but only those ornaments - which ‘tian. church to exert a more positive and the provided
He may call in evangelistic
intemperance
him to remain.
of
suppression
the
for
has
been
almost
all
in
the
last
fifty
years.
comprehend
portions. Itis an effort to
certain victory. ‘India is sure for were they omitted would detract nothing liquor traffic.
the
but life-long regrets have followed many
belp,
the number of these perishing souls, and Jet us glance at some of the things ac- Jesus,” but if we loiter and negleet vur from the personal appearance - of the
a man who has thus unwisely abandoned bis
The mover of this resolution made a few
when we do, we are dismayed and oyer- ‘complished in-these years. The number | opportunity, others more faithful will do wearer; but rather improve it to tastes earnest and pertinent remarks upon “the pastorate. . He should be: very sare that he
of converts won from heathenism is little |
interprets the indication of Providence
whelmed.
the work and take:the crown that is now cultivated by the Holy Spirit. « Let us see need of work proposed: to be done.’ The rightly
before
he
leaves his field of labor.
less
than
2,000,000.
This
is
a
great}.
called
are
we
a
idolatry
The systems ‘of
how much might be done with the money Christian minister should see to it that
offered to us.
There are those who believe there should be
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figures
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not
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the
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overturn
influence’
to"
Allowing that a great many correct
In view of the magnitude and necessity thus saved.
occasionally a change of pastors in order - that
are what has been accomplished. God hasBraminism
‘past. Buddhism and
‘so. corscien- tain soand should’be given. Let us be the people may be stimiilated by a néw presof this wopk, what shall we do? We women spend their money
hoary with age, and venerable and inviol- been working with his people. The pon- know that if every woman in the denomi- tiously that they could ‘save nothing with- strong for the right in this respect,
entation of the Bible traths.. But is there not
Rev. H. J. White; of: Maine] “deplored a greater benefit arising from the fact that he:
able in the eyes:of their devotees. Woman derous wheels of his pro vidence have nation would pay the poor pittance of one ‘out pinching in some way,am I not safe _
is reduced almost to ‘the level with the been crushing out the obstacles in. their cent a week it would amount to more than in reckoning thatin view of the many the apathy of the Christian churgh re- pastor’s methods are, well understood?
for variety he ah
brute, and lies helpless and wretched way. He: has overruled the everice and all We are doing. This one cent a week, dollars 8 nt by others ‘unnecessarily, an specting the subject, and the fact that so pastor will supply the demand
so | wise exchange with neighbpring pastors.
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various
by
is
blinded
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of
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whose
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of
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the
under
which amounts in a year to a sum that we average,at the very least of $1.00 per
Ordinarily when a pastor Jeaves his place,
not understand the mature
)
| them to serve his cause. Through unholy
her only law.
+
Christian woman might that they can
it
is because he discovers that his ideal hus not
carelessly spend for a ribbon or a bit of year from every
and extent of the evils of intemperance.
been reached. He js.disappointed and so gives
+. The stupendous task set “before the | wars, the caste of Indis has been shat- lace,is this all We can do? Oh, let us try be realized ?
that
rejoiced
Maine,
of
Rev. J. Boyd,
indicates - something
up bis work.
This
It is estimated that there are about 9,church is to apply the only remedy, “that | tered, and the wall of Chiba broken down. to de something worthy of the cause. If
our denominationis so far advanced in re- wrong either on his part or the peoples. As a
Famine
and
pestilence
have
swept:
over
000,000
members
of
Evangelical
churches
|
‘every woman would pay one cent a day-—
wean cure all this misery, and .save these
spect to this subject.
rule in our denomination there are very few
the nations, but out of these calamities
Jest souls. Christ says, “Go ye and
and who doubts that we would not do that in the United States. It is said that two
.
Rev. J. Burnham Davis, of Maine, took
long or extended pastorates. Why then urge
he
has
wrested
blessings
for
these
sufferof these church members are
~ 4kindle the light of divihe truth in this
if we were really in earnest—if one half thirds
Ta “decided position in favor of total absti- this ideal? The scientist has his ideal, the
ing
millions,
who
having
been
fed
by
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This
would
give
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6,000,000
and enforced. his
Jdarkness. Go, and open the channels
artist has his, the poet his. May not tho pasof our membership are. women the sum
nence and prohibition,
from
women. There are in all the world points by relating pertinent incidents, tor have his also?
through which the waters of life may Christian charity, torn with loathing
would amount to $127,750 per year.
5,000 foreign missionaries. At an aver- some of which greatly amused the audiThis paper was followed by a paper by Prof.
flow among this perishing host. Go, if their idols, and ask for the bread of life,
I know that some are saying, our wants
Stanley, of Bates College, on the Repurrection.
The work of these weary years has been ‘at home are pressing, we must support age cost of $1000 per year, we women ence.
“the work is immense do not stand appallThe paper was an eloquent and “logical state.ed, for I am with you.” The immensity of to lay the deep foundation, on which the the gospel among ourselves. I believe might support the whole 5000 and then
The President read a communication from
ment of “the proofs of the resurrection of
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though
of Maine urging the discarding of
ative necessity. As women we perceive in This work,
want of the Spirit of Christ, which would
and (2) from the witness of events,
Any abit the wnly hope of our gex for redemption present has been well done, and will en- Jeadus to obey his command. 1 would’ This proves my statement true as tos ing wine at the communion table , remarking, “straet‘wonjd ‘only imperfectly Jeprosent this y
a
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~ rom ignorance, degradation and misery. dure through the coming ages. Is
be glad to see a church that would send what women might” do easily. Add to in reference to it, that as far ‘as the Free valuable‘paper. .
gone at the cost of Baptists as a people are concerned, it was
After its reading, resolutions were “adopted
ts importance in "this respect ought to small thing that the Bible has been trans- and support its: pastor ‘as a missionary this {what might bg
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the pitality and also to the different railroads for
with man, and has placed in our hands and wide these precious leaves that are Biblein their hands would minister to ing all nations,” supported by. America’ retary be requested to acknowledge
the reduction of fure. Rev. Mr. Ladd, of the
receipt ‘of this communication, and inform
the mighty forces of wealth and educa- for the healing of the nations? Is it a each other, and labor for sinners around alone.
Cotiffress Street Methodist church, Portland.
to
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in
position
" Let us bring this matter nearer home. the Union of our
tion ; and riot to use these forces for the small thing that through the providence of them. ' I believe such a church would
was introduced and made some very. interesting remarks relative to the present meeting:
denomination this subject.
dissemination of these blessings, is the God, there is now universal toleration for prosper, as our churches are not prosper- We. have in the’ F. B.
whole
Rev. C. F. Penney called attention to A collection was then taken to defray the exthe
this,
than
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more
'| Christianity and
ing. Thus giving tt/ Wild be given nearly 78,000 church members. If two
basest ingratitude and selfishness
world is awaking to the necessity to them, good measure pressed down, thirds are women, there are 52,000 F. B. a movementto secure the ‘setting apart of penses of the session, and the meeting adjourn|
“ti isnot by the temporal blessings it ‘heathen
a day in the Week of Prayer for the con- ed till evenigge— °
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Taired yw arose and Wade-d intoi
flowing stream, a man—God blegs him
and all his——who a year ago mended
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bution
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occurred at ier

I confess that I ran to my train that night

in Concord, gst Friday morning. ‘ Personally Mrs. Curtis was not widely
known in the denomination, for physical
- infirmities had confined her to

her

against the names of every mem-

ber of his family, living, married and dead !

home

with tewrs of joy in my eyes and ** Praise
the Lord”

on my lips.

I told the good

news to the first man I met on that train,

home

heroi¢

ing. Though kept from active participation in the world’s work, she was _nevertheless constantly engaged in some loving and helpful service, and many are
the hearts that have ‘been cheered, both

the-more fully realize how great is the
béreavement which has removed
from

1
our brother his beloved
Having traveled life's journey
ther so
“many years and shared each other’s. experiences and mutually helped to prowmote each other's plans, lonely indeed
will be the ot of him who is left to com
plete the journey alone. But her spirit

in Virginia.
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railroad andis quite hopeful ' of seeing the

work of the Lord in that place.
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‘Ilimodis,

We wish to say to the friends of this inRev. 8: T. Dodge closed a series of meetings
stitution, that it has lately been put under “with the Cottonwood Grove church, April 11.
the management of new parties. As re- Seven members have been added to the chireh,
organized, it bids fair to do good and + + + A new church of seventeed' has been or-.
faithful work in the cause of education ganized in Webster, Hancock Co.
Minnesota,
and in the maintainanceof Freewill Bap |
Rev:
M.
H.
Tarbox
writes as follows: “Havtist principles. - With only ‘about three
ing heard the Macedonian ery from Minnesota,
weeks to secure teachers and work up a I'came a few weeks since ‘to Elk River and
school for the spring term, we opened on having found. a vacant meeting-house here,

closely
ot
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© West Virginia College.

has broken from its earthly fetters, and
the ties that Imve so long- bound them

" BRIEF

is proposed

Society is

aboutto commence a canvass -of the ‘entire
State, witha yiew of supplying every family
with the ‘Bible.
Neazly 30 active Chrigtians

the 29th of March, with- 23 students and
will be"8mployed for the work, at a salary of. now have over 30. The prospect for the

not having been occupied for more than a year,
I entered it. It is new

ground.No Free

Repeated blows of just this Kind and quality
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are needed. Harper's Weekly gives is
view: “Now our view of American equality
«doés mot require that our choice of social
companions should be regulated by Jaw.
But
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to make the college the center of a lasting

as 10 despise him because he is poor.”
A well-posted Washington correspondent contributes an articleto the Independent in which:
** in

the

youth

business

of

in their infancy

apt to

forget
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in this State,

The college is now in

in

time

it

is

much

need

ports, etc., etc.; but very few books of
intrinisic power ‘of truth.
The Christian
general literature. All who will favor us
with aid either in the form of money,
reminds us of our neglect: ‘“ Some say that
“wealth is power’ an
e that ‘knowledge is: "books, charts, maps; or apparatus, will
confer a favor on the workers, and sacripower’ above them all
would assert that
The services of Prof.
“truth is power.” Wealth can ‘not purchase, ficing ones here.
0. G. Augir, a graduate of Hillsdale col* talent can vot refute, knowledge can not. overlege, have been secured, and he is now
reach, authority cap mot silence her; they all,
doing effective work in the school.
He
dike Felix, tremble at her presence.”
is much liked by the students and people.
The Western Christian Advocate observes: Anyone wishing to ‘inquire about the colWhenever those of any age or. class stay lege can address Prof. R. Dunn, Hillsdale,
away from the altars .of

worship, there

failure or neglect which must

Ww. Va. or JudgeJ. T. Hoke, Kayser, W.
Va.
Anything sent to the college may be
addressed to Rev. D. Powell, Flemington,
W.Va,
:

as

soon as possible. The minister would do well to
look over his congregation to see if any asa class,
the - ahildren, the poor, the mechanic, the professional man,
or thésé of either gender are
Absent, and at once he ought to betake himself

to the restoration of the missing
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OLD DAN.
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| whistling merrily—* For I'll be queen_. of | old-fashioned kitchen from the adjoining
the May, mother. wm

“And in her path the bright

younger children enjoy themselves. The
older ones can find ways and means of

Her’s is the imaged form of youth,
Its language does she speak, She plants her lilies on its brow,

themselves. Yes, and poor Billy Forbes
must be provided for, 1 must. not forge.

critical eye.for a moment, and then, as if.
in joyful surprise, cried:—
«I am right! They are the very spoons!

~The charms
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"And many,
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The roses in its cheek must fade,
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Had May no mission’ loftier
Could she no hope bequeath
But golden dreams unrealized
‘And beauty doomed to death,

| Her joy would yigld tp sorrowing,
*__

‘the, band. struck up at starting

Her pleasure turn to pain,

the child's cries, but ran

:

Old Dan was quietly nibbling the grass

Hearing hislittle mis-

near the gateway.

tress’ vojce, he look up at the very instant

that the tramp: passed,

What=—he Siw

‘about the man that disturbed him

hired

Bat the little girl of thirteen

thought of being afraid.

. There roses bloom of hope and joy

_And lilies sweet of peace.
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There roots are twined about the Rock,
Their leaves expand to bless,
Their blossoms upward lift to meet

“" The Sun of Righteousness.

Their beauty. rare and fragrance sweet ,
y
.. Can never cease to be,
©. For God has stamped on them the seal

“And as for light and strength and life

was ‘slowly

The door,

An old stump, which

constructed.

‘was

. Of immortality.
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and

honey to the brim.
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« [s your ma at home, miss?” sai
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Talk is cheap—unless a lawyer does
talking,— Salem Sunbeam.
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of March last, a meteor, apparelitly abeut as
large as the full moon, illuminated the country
for miles with a bright ‘bluish light.
H+ appeared first in the east, and
moved westward,
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Oh, dear! I feel so tired,” sighed Mrs,
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doen years in life,sat up straight. Dick- that was only a baby iceberg, .. There is a ‘earth, one-fifth of the air and eight-nfnths of

bare and cold and uncomfortable and
‘such a stove will intensify its austere
a hint at an open fire
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death.”
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may be ‘confidently expected in unusual
numbers during the approaching season.
Those accustomed to the sea. do not need
to be told how dangerous are collisions

reflections’of Madame ;

© Fraoklin stove; mor yet the third best
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charged with the care of ocean steamers
are exceptionally
watchful, disasters

amazement 'had

" We did not have an open fireplace to fully gotten possession of the countenance
sit around § nor did we have the next best of the Head,we were favored with the
thing to
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nt a
side of the table where the Head of the
A warm winter, ike the one just
past, portraitof my late father.” . With pepleasure
‘house presided, ‘* Your village seems to - lessens the quantityof ice formed in these sir. Have you a photograph of the amented
deceased?” ““ Noj but you don’t want a phobe largely a farming community,
is it latitudes; but it very much. increases the tograph.paint a wildking Hungarian
quantity which comes floating down from about sixtyJust
years old and, six eet high, with a.
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SS
the regionsof endless cold, by causin, £ | big white mustache.” our weeks
the
"Tt is needless ‘to- say that Madame the breaking up of thd. illimitable fields family ocamg. round to see the later
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sequently, unless those ‘* Bravo!” says the Hungarian, wapnlys it’s
didn't let this opportunity slip. Before of Polar ice.
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THE BILL ENGLAND PAID; * =
The Senate, while awaiting the appropria-

the war of ‘the Rebellion, three Confederate
Cruisers,

the" & Alabama,”

* Shenandoah,”

"and * Florids,” captured or — destroyed 135
. American ships and their cargoes. The first,
‘#doing most of the damage, was equipped
through British enterprise = and ‘manned by
British seamen,
which together with the others,
when pursued by our men-of-war, always

©

' found protection in British

waters.

Hence

‘our deep offense-and national claim.

.

The treaty of Washington (May 8, 1871
provided
for a tribunal of arbitration of 5

_ commissioners, composed. of one member
‘fromthe U.8.; 1 from Great Britian and 1
each from certain other great powers.
assembled in Geneva,

Dec.

15,

They

1871,

and

on

the 14th: of Sept., 1872, made final award in
favor
of the U. 8. of
$15,500,000in gold, which
. was shortly after paid. In June, 1874, Congress passed an act to provide for the dis- tribution of this fund, and the ¢ commission-

ers of Alabama, claims”up to Jan.

‘1, 1877,

passed upon 2,068 claims, awarding judgments

to the amount of $9,816,120.00 in favor of own-

:

~

.

The recent. stoFNI"jin, the

West

covered a

and

was “more

deadly and devastating in its effects than “any
that has occurred there for years. Its effects
were felt over half of Missouri, the northern

down an embankment.

© second; the demand

of the shippers

and.

in--

sured,
that it should be divided among them

“on aecounit of enomrows premiums they had to
pay, but who charged war freights and profits
on their cargoes aad waxed richas’ well; .and:
third, to cover it back into the treasury, to the

.creditof
the national debt;in other wofds tothe

people, who were and are the actual sufferers,

*

upifi*whoni the war expenses. and taxes final_ ly fell, who now bear the burdens of a great
national debt, and thus, silence the whisper-

ings abroad, that baving received this money,

we could find no sufferers te pay tte:
| =
‘Wednesday brought a very able debate to a

close.

It was the Maine Senator’s

first great

effort other than political,and it is conceded that
Mr. Blaine came out ahéad, against such'men
- a8 Edmunds, Carpenter, Thurman
and Bayard,
. The claims of the Insurance Co’s. was decided
ly voted

down,38 to 19,

and

an

indefinite

“postponement of the whole matter quickly or-

~ dered, by 33 t093
i

THE COLOR-LINE AT WEST

This ‘military institution
March 16, 1802.

POINT.

was established

Candidates: must

be young

men between the ages of 16 and 22.. The term
* of study is 4 years, and is equal in many- re-

spects, £ the highest collegiate ‘course. Young
7

Whittaker
the subject of the investigation now
being held at West Point, is the only colored
cadet at the acadeiriy. 5 colored candidates in
all have been admitted ;3-failed ;the above nam.
- ed nearly ready to graduate,snd Henry Ossian

= _ Flipper,
the first of his race to graduate

‘halfof Arkansas; a considerable part of east-

the only one, from the foundation of the Govt.

at Shawnee Mission, Kan; took refuge in a
shed adjoining« large brick store. “A portion

relating his

May

experience from

morning

in

1873,”

that

when

“ exultant

his first ap-

pearance was greeted with,‘ Well sir, wha
do you mean by éeming into this office in such
‘a manner; get out of here, sir!”—throngh os-

tracism

and humiliation, that

traordinary

self-control

tried bis

of the people, and seriously injuring.
.them. - The tornado furrowed its way

day, to go up the north
‘were drowved, =

Fayettville, Ark., destroying or batlly ' damage

wife, and

a negro

houses and several

girl.

About

A

utmost, down to his triumphant graduation,
June 14, 1877. He refers with pardonable
pride
to the encomiums 6f the press at that
time, which said concerning his standing in
' theacademy, ‘‘ Young Flipper made a highly;
favorable impression, not less by his ready
-and Jantar recitations, than bis. modest un-assuming and geitlemanly manners.
Several
Southdin members of the Board pressed him
severely, only to ghin him the more credit.” ?

The unmanly practices of these young

men,

* toe strongly

condemned,

‘should be punished.

and

~

guilty.

Cadet Andrews, of Wis., (we

parties

could “have

hoped better things from a Northern

boy,)

demurred because he had to* fall in” by the
side of the colored private.
¢
"Lawyer Townsend asked, © Was there diny

fixed place for this poorboy to fall in

No,

r.”"¢ What did you think the boy was to
do;he bad to fall in somewhere, hadn't he?’
# Yes, sir!” Lawyer and ‘cadet thus made
one point quite clear.
MORE PRESIDENT TALK.
. There is this to be drawn from the divified

Democracy of the pivotal State of N,
"Syracuse last Tuesday.

Y. at

It fs very well under-

stood that the Republicans. would enter. into
fall campaign with every chance of en.
case

Mn Tilden,

‘with his'ungavory political and
cord, receives the nomination at
ically, they ardently desire this,
no dependence to be placed upon
‘ed Kelly-wing in the furtherance
‘can prospects, Their aim is to

ra;

ent and success, in

personal reCinn. Polit
but there is
this disaffectof Republidestroy Til-

den, not” Democratic success, in November..
‘With Tilden cast aside at Cinn., which it is

believed will be accomplished by this’ conced-

od powerful motor

in Dem. politics, and a

candidate selected to pacify the disaffected
sw

Yorkers, the Republicans

ved

have

a blow, where now the prospects
pleasing delusion.

laced

will

No

reliance

can

re-

may
be

upon such dissensions in the presence

the

great national stake of Nov.

apoleon cautioned his generals never to do
:the enemy desired them to do, and it
y appliesin this case,#8 also quite as
sively, regarding
Democratic eagerness
ihe Republicans \houkl take Grant and
the third term proposition.
°°
x
:
7
ErvioTT.
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\

iT, CouGgH,

CoLp

Two

from

the

vicinity

through

large shoe-factories

and

of

mond, Me.,

‘were destroyed by

Denis Kearney’s counsél

made

from

uynburt.

of Mr. Wade was blown down

The

house

and’ earried

a

' Mr, Gladstone,

great distance,
and Joseph and Virgil Wade.
were injured. - Mrs. John Zimmerman, living
near Wade’s; bad her hip crushed. The farm

A

‘ef

Harter:

a

Several others were

son

of Bar-

Killed

of

struck by one of the

most

violent

man

mensions of 3}¢x2x2% feet.

vicinity
was

. A dozen persons are
The

fire

the city

was «most.

shrouded

in

the

darkness.

will have no influence in that body save

may come from its threat to throw

away

A serfous disaster happened
eveniiig-at Gilmore's garden in

first

locking the dog-house.

js

the di-

““ Dog No.1.

|

Health, perfect.

to all others.

CAPCINE

;

HUNT BR
608° Washington St

x

are superior to all other Porous Plastersor
Price 235 Cents.
cines for external use.

* Gen. Managers,
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The biscuits were made by myself as follows:
choice pieces sent for 3c stamp.
One quart silted flour, 20 teaspoons alum baking Address MENDELSSOHN PISNO Oy,
13t11
Box 2058, N\Y.
powder, 2 cups water, 1 tablespoon butter, 22 biscuits made; weighing 27 ounces ; time of baking,
20minutes.
‘At41 30, just three hours and twenty minutes,
the dog was taken sick, vomiting profusely; his
LC
vim and brightness of eye had departed, and he |

this

$1.60
RB

Hl

tant feature of the session

‘Life Insurance.

to be not becayse théy are less interesting

waf

the continuation

to discover the effect of the gastric juie in which
alum

character.

The failures which took

the railroad committee.

ing with their

policies.

For

into

the

fir-t. time

was reported.

‘States that have already been heard from.——
The Sunday law in Louisville, Ky., was pat

into execution Sunday with the utmost rigor.

is now

made

to

solvent ‘and

recover

from

to 28—Davis,

of

by

that

¥

ge

hy
the full list Dames

¥

again at a.futare

of

Iilinois,

of dissolving

the more

.

a

betng

- ence.

Lewes,

a

perfect

for

Vebster's Dic

Can
AREDicti
poPp

the

ular

cost only $1,

“We have never seen It 8

“Worth

ten times the money."
equa,

either

in price,

ents.” —Chriy. Advpeste. “A perfect Dictionary
+ and library “of reference,”
= Leslie's Illus. News, N, ¥Y,
One
copy of the American Popular Dictionary (illustrated), the
greatest and best Look ever published, postpaid to any addres
‘wi
on receipt of $1. JW Enfire satisfaction guaranteed,
tpaid for 82. Ord: jer at once! This offer is good
be made again,
ays only, and will
Money may
be sent at our risk in a lait\ letter. Nanie this paper, and
etropolitan Block, Chicago, lls.

Broma.
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Yeats
at from
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, NORTH CAROLINA
has the greatest range
of climate, the largest variety of soils, the finest

water-powers, and the richest mineral resources in
the Union. Population law-abiding, State debt almost settled, taxes light. Thrifty emigrants with
small means can buy cheap homes and
lands diJoutly of the Department of Agriculture, at
i Raleigh; N. C,- Write for full particulars.
“dus
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MRS. POTTS

e~"

HANDLE
SAD IR
[Te
byes

ad UL]

tails of this: subject the article in the Scientific

American supplement willgive most complete in-

* Dr. Mott's conclusions, after makitig these. ex. |

nay.

O.hér

ol

periments,
are of vital icterest to ' every one who
either makes or eats bread, and therefore concern

all.

3

-

*¢ These experiments,”

:

ssid he recently,

while

#peaking before the American Chemicul Society,

‘clearly demunstrate that the salts left in the biscuit when a cream of turtar baking powderis used

ave perfoctly harmless, but when an alin bakmg |
powder is used are very dangerous, for in every |
case where dogs were fed on biscuits made with
such powders” the dogs were made very sick,’

causing them (0 vomit profusely, lose all energy,
aud show weakness in their limbs, = =
,
It is a clear and triumphant corroboration of the:
assertions of the Royal Baking Powder Company,
and'entitles them to the gratitude and support of
the commuuily they

are enneavoring

to protect:

Ag they claim, and Dr. Mott has shown, hread

Dr, Mott, and that
ts for the fact that symps
tomsin the readet are not so wel defined as they
“Wee inthe experiments iv, questio How" many
| théve\ axe of our immediate
fiends . saffering from
y
‘thig evil, scientufi; investigation will alone reves]

srs of ||B
Barwer-Clayion
an

;

hi cont
y

ad

FRBNGIORPRGET

"THE MORNIN

G STAR
Paid Within the’ Prong
advance; fo60 ifif not.
days,
.
re) i

magdé of alum is tota'ly unfit for human or «animal

of baking powders as was in the bread used by

f

.

ina could bedound in the various organs of the
body if a dog was fed with hydrate’ of alumina,

signed, which the aeirs of the
food. ‘701s true, in the bread of: domestic con.
who ma ke the gift, d
Sti
‘sumption there may bot be as large a proportion

im-

with

voiing

session. . The desk on which the Drcomaion

ere

ou
[Monday]
lp
undey]

egg, is concerned.

Bir An

repairs of fortifications was non-goneurred in,
The House again took up the special deficiency
bill, and a compromise was made giving
the - iepublican ao hour for general debate.
Mr. Reed,
of Maine. spokein opposition .to phe bill. The
immigration bill was considered at

Proved, ~The Pope sides with: the Jesuits in
mutter
of the Frenoh decrees against 4

| stone

History,

They

indigestible substance, like the boiled white of an

and

fortification
bill was reported buck, and the Sen.
ate umendment increasing the appropiation for

the

from fhe bink.——

Prince Gortschukof’s condition is greatly

oon

ote,

Library of

of

imperiectly

power of the gastric juice is entirely destroyedby
alum, =o far as its power

bill

Rmepdingnte.oficred by Republicans, in opposition |
spirit ot the sgetion, were also
ted, and the bill was flvally
passed without amend:
ment—28 t0 18° In the House, the naval appropriation bill was réporied, and after being amendedin one particular the bill was passed, The

aron estate funds whieh the officers claim the

ate treasurer -abstracted-

was

duce these two salts into our stomachs, it ye do
not” wish. to excite indigestion and dyspepsia.
Furthér experiments showed that the digestive

evening session was held to congider
e
re.
lating to the government of the District of Col.
-umbi) ——In the Senate, Thursday, the army
appropriaton-hill was taken up, and
a long discugsjon ensued over the second section of the
bill prohibiiivg theypayment of any appropriation
for the use of federal
ops to keep the
ce at
the polls. A motion by
Mr. Blaine to strike out
the rection was rejected by a Ftrict party vote—20

the police to present to the grand jury.——The
officers of the Dexter, Me., Savings Bank have’
made a Teport to the depositors, in which they

the bank

on fovimation

upon
wer, Mythol ~
i, Biography, Ather-

In the House, there was a contin-

which will come up

Washington claims that 101 votes- are secure;

suy thut

Eaton

pooanncd

a wast
ealeolutely,

[7]

terest:, and an amendwpent was offered ooking
to fermation, and we will spare the sympathetic
an mvestigation of the need of revising the tariff | téamer the account of the sufferings of these dumb

on the first ballot for Sherman at Chicago from |

steps are being

fibrine

of bo easily digested a substance as fibrine.

pot, and the House took the joint resolution :
lating to the investigation of the agricultural ‘ip.

convention on Satdeelaring Blaine to
delegates were inSherman bureau at

taken

Mr.

derivation

wpeiling, and

wfton, and
amount
of
Lada

The Doctor goes on to describe the different
symptoms exhibited by these dogs as they passed
uation of tlie controversy on the question of al- through almost every phase of animal agony until
lowing debate on the special deficiency bill, but they were left in a complete state of phy=i cal pros
the bill was laid aside without decision of. the ‘| tration. - To those especially interesied in the de-

that
sur-

The name of every one engaged in any kind

by

every

indicate] thergfore, hiw dangerousit is tp intro;

consider the vote was lost. . The House bill for
the equipment of the Howgate arctic expedition

: .°

work, except household duties, was

The

He found a considerable quantity of the stuff in
the blood, liver, kidneys and heart.

postpone the bill was made

rend red wus much less than the amount of
new lnsfinee issued.8,
— Lowis Globe-Democrat.
|
.
‘
:

The Oregon Republican
urday passed a resolution
|’ be its first choice, and its
structed for him.—The

blood.

carried—311028. - A motion by Mr. Blaine to re-

part-

+

= , white,

_ Dr. Mott then deterniined- to learn whether alum-

since 1873, the returns for last year show
the amount of insurance thus lapsed or

“Latest News.

award

fibrine;

digested, and the experiments were v.ry important, as shoyving thathfum can check the digestion

was brought to a vote, and Mr. Hoar’s amendment

greatly exaggerated in importance, until numers of policy-hol
ders were mislead

Geneva

upon

in striking ouf the provision for underwriters’ losses
comwas adopted—32 fo 19. LThe motion to indefiuitely
were

place

many small and tmperfectly established
panies - were
made coospleuous, and

The

dissolved

very easily digested substance havibig a basis

Railroad was r ported, with ‘amendments, from

It has long-been the fashion to assail as hollow
and untrustworthy every institution of this

had been

cougulated

important than formerly, but because. there is made an issue between the {Republicans and the
not so much in them to provoke inquiry or. | Democrats, the former endeavoring to secure such
devate and the latter obstinately opposing it.
suggest censure as has sometimes been the
The result was a deadlock, and the time was concase...... During the period of inflation which
sumed in a parliafticitary contest until ¥djournfollowed thet war every financial business’ re- ment for the afternoon. An evening session was
*ceived an unnatural stimulus, and enjoyed
a -beld for the consideration of pension bills.—In
feverish prosperity.
But the solid and immutthe Senate, Wednesday, the bill extending the
able basis of life insurance bas shown itself enduring by the fact that even the terrible re-ac-. time for the completion of the Northern Pacific |

tion'of the last six years has failed ti'impuir it,

|

some experiments with the four samples of gastric
juice, which he had received from Prof. Arnold,

of tue debate on the Geneva
award bill, and My,
‘Thurman’s argument in reply to that of Mr. Ed.
munds. In the House, the question of 'baving a
general debjite on the special deficiency bill was

or

15 a Com

Jt comtrcine

Weaning,

Cocoa and

¢

volume

ete Litwary and Py
eyclopadia, ax well aw
the best Dievionary ine
the werkt.
Saperhiy
bound
in cloth and
Gilt,

Phillips, Among
the injured
persons
are
Jobn Hartley and wife. ‘When
he saw his
house going, Hartley seized his wife, and never knew:anything’ more until he was taken
many people in the ruins, the dancing half poisonous substances than others are. When, on
froma tree-top. His.arm is broken, and. his being 1ocated in this portion of the building.
the other band, three other dogs were fed with
wifei8 badly injured.
As far as reported, one or two
persons were
J, Sipes, wife and their
biscuits made with pure cream of tartar -baking
three children, and - Dr.” Houston
killed outright, and eightor ten injured, some
were ‘also
probubly fatally,
A large number of valuable
hurt. TheresWere four
powder, no ill effects were experienced. They ate
young men in the
same house with the Pool family, and all were
pictures loaned to the fuir were destroyed, and
and ate with an evident relish, day after day, and |
badly bruised.
Mr. Billvan, Mrs. White, and [fb money Joss by the aceident is great.
| even whined for more.
a few more.were injured to some extent, but=
1t was next necessary to discover What effect
not seriouslys.-A Fort Smit h (Ark. dispatch
Congressional .
alum bas on the solvent power of the gastric juice.
states that at abogit five o’ clock Sunday evenIn the senatly Monday, the Genevi award bill In orderto obtain some pure gastric juice, a curiing a terrible torgado swept over this region,
ous device was resorted to. Dr. Mott sent several
causing
discussion was resumed], Mr. Carpenter, of Wisfrightful
-désolation. The greatest
The following is an extract $rom
the statement
havo¢ was at. Oakbower and ‘vicinity, in _the
dogs to Prof. Arnold, Medical Department of the
consin, continuing-his argument in support of the
of 8. Dana Hayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts:
eastern part of this county.
University
of
New
York,
who
inserted:a
small
meThree persons—a
“By
a
Chiemical
Analysis
of
all
their
prepara.
bill as reported by, the “judiciary committee. In
a young lady and.two men are known to have
tions in comparison with the nut as imported,
1
tallic tube directly through the skin and into the
the House, a number of bills were introduced,
been killed, and a great many were wounded |
ascertained
the entire purity of the Chocolates,
stomach of each oue of them, when the dogs yer; Loepg, Bromia and other preparations as manuamong them one declaring forfeited to the United
and rendered homeless. Twenty-six houses
in a perfecuy healthy condition. Prof. Arnold | factured by JOSIAH WEBB & CO.
States ceftain lands conditionally granted to the
were swept away at Oukbower und vicinity,
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, and one sent to Dr. Mott some gastric juice, which was
and many more in other places. The largest
ESTABLISHED. 1843.
producedby tickling the lining of the stomach of
trees and heaviest log-houses vanished like
to abolish the commission created to take charge
chaff before the fearful blus:.
of the Preedmen’s Savings and Trust Company.
the dogs with a feather or glass rod, which caused
Help has been
For Sale by Grocers Generally, ol
forthcoming from various sourcesto aid these
:
:
116
The Senate bill in referenice to
the international
the gastric juice to flow out ot the tube into a. restricken towns.
5
exhibition in New York was pa:g¢d by a vote of ‘ceptacle placed utderneath the dog to receive it.
—
143 to 56.—1In the Senate, Tugfday, tke imporDr. Mott, aided by Prof. Schedler, then bean!
- The annual statements f the gredt- life. insurance companies are all issued, and receive
this year less criticism than usual; This seems

Fant

veord of “the Eaglish
fangworge, with its true

The fair in aid of . the Hubnemann bospitai
trembled considerably in his limbs”?
=
was being held there and about 800 people
Experiments were then made upon three dogs
were in attendance.
Suddenly at about 9:30
o'clock the wall fronting on
Madison avenue with biscuits containing only 10 teaspoons of alum
fell outward, and immediately a portionof the “baking powder, The result indicated that some
roof which it supporteg came down, burying
animals
are more liable to yield to the effects of

never found ; Joseph Phillips and Mrs, Jeseph
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We consider them one of the very few reliable
household rpmedies-worthy of confidence.

“To this dog, on the morning of the 9th of SeptembEr, was given eight

ene.

Over 3000 Drnggists have voluntarily offer-

any one

Food,bread and crackers. Color,

tren

RIN sor Cincinnati,O.
LIVER DITsoN & Coy.

be seen at our office.
;
Messrs. Seabury & Johnson,
;
J
PHARMACRUTICAL CHEMISTS.
“ For the past few years we have sold various
brands of Porous Plasters. Physicians and the
Publiq Prefer
.
* Benson's Capcine Porous Plaster, ”

No stranger was allowed |

Breed of dog, coach. Age, 1 year.

tpt

ed their Signatures to the following, which cin

bolting and

except from my assistant or myself.
detail the result of my experiments:

————

new and
lartuncs. Sure
10 please Wg arid pages frec.
ce,

POROUS PLASTERS,

of each

from

Meet-.

every family.
Used for Cuts, Burns, Scalds.
Bruises, Strains, &c., it has no equal
:

perfect stute

securely

a mouttful of food or anything else

what

State in case he should be nominated.”

without

Prayer

ings, Anniversaries ani
General Exercise. 1 fullof

Henry '& Johnson’s
Arn
and
©
Liniment is a family remedy which should be 11in

None but the strong, healthy dogs were

animals

Worship,

0

to enter the house unaccompanied either by myself or my assistant, and the dogs never received |

The New York 7ribune sums up the net
result of the two Democratic State conven| tions, beld at Syracuse, N. Y., on Tuesday, in
the statement that ‘ Mr. Tilden has got a
solid,New York delegation, which will be admitted to the Cincinnati Convention, and that
Mr. Kelly has an equally solid Anti-Tilden'
delegation, which will pot be admitted and

Other.persons killed

The; bottom

9

:

TEE

y With

00 deflued idea of his trouble,
can easily trace it

to its sour
by stopplog
ce the use of alum powders,
on
some. brund tke the Royal Baking
Powder,
ar

9

|
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Bitters andgprevent Dyspepsia, Billiousness and
Jaundice, which are so
revalentin the spring
months, Only 25 cts. a

‘in

the dogs from morning until night, -and never left

Many persons saved their- household goods,
which are piled up in the streets. A large
number of horses, cows, pigs and other domestic ynimals perished,
The estimated loss
is between $2.000,000 and $3,000,000, with no
insurance.
There is Lea distress there.

and

promi. .

they all received anumber, from 1to 16. I commenced my experiments oh the 9th of September,
and finished December 3. My assistant was with

that

f

A

selected. The breed, age, food, color and weigh

be-

43 Cliatham Street, Boston.

Or 3 Park Place. New York.

heir daily
cough remedy that

of every dog tas éareftilly noted. Fach dog was
then coniified te a etall and securely chained, and

suppos-

BOWKER FERTILIZER CO.,

of the best

Dr.

a suitable plaiceto

ly examined to see if they were ina

half of the e¢fty sf Hull, Ont., néa

was intense, and the smoke was so dense

tornadoes

of prominence

of

gun about 3.0’clock and : burned. rapidly till
7, being swept along by a stiff ggle. ' The heat:

that ever passed through this country.
Eight
or ten-persons. were killed and 15 or 20 injured.
Among the killed ave Atho Pool, wife, and’

Angell,

partment, I secured a shed on their premises, foot
of Sixteenth Street and East River. This shed I
had completely remodeled into a suitable house,
having the dimensions of aboat 16x14x12 feet.

0...
BH

a

a mile long and 400 yards wide.

and the old university huilding, used as a dormitory, was wrecked, the western portion of
it being leveled to the ground. “The students
ip escaped in time. Many of the buildings
n the city were badly damaged, and minor
casualties are reported.
The town of EI Faso,
Ark., though a few days ago one of the most
flourishing little country towns in Arkansas,
is to-day in ruins. On last Sunday night it was

Prof.

of health.

made homeless,

suffered severely by the storm. -A large . portion of the new main building - was unroofed,

which

oe

.

and

I

Le

+not disturb the neighborhood ; but, ‘through the.
courtesy of the Commissioners of] the ‘Dock De-

ed to bave beén killed. The burned district. is

be-

circles, in

was with difficulty I found

peach

Great damage

harassing s ir

Ee

A bush.

CoL. JouN K. MCCHESLEY.

its various

For one
Stock.
It has
pcre, and

0

troubles

ours very truly,
-

Bem od and

er

done throughout the section,
eee
be eH
Fully

tween20 and 30 wounded.
A special from
Champaign, Ill, says that the State University

Tl

compartment was covered with straw, making a
pleasant béd forthe dogs. I then, secured sixteen dogs from the pound, which were all careful-

killed:

for.such

(
Thoroughness
is the chief attributeof DR. GROSVENOR’S LIVER"
AID. It strikes at the very corner-stone of disease.’
't rouses the liver when dormant; insures a

conduct the experimentsso that the animals would

Ottawd, was burned "Tuesday, from 700 to
800 houses being destroyed, and 4000 people

George

and

with

remédy

It stiould beso in! Ameri, {healthy secretion and flow.of bile; remedies dys.

Sixteen stalls were made ineide, havmg

sad ‘havoe

efficient

2t16

France

that a community has to guard against is alum

and.

secretary

England,

of Marlboro, N. J., Tuesday night. ‘Of 1800
peach trees in one orchard the blossoms of

nearly 1000 were

|

baking powder. In his paper, the Br. says:/ * It

Windsor

‘blossoms.and small vegetation in the

Moreau, demolishing nearly all the buildings
in its track. The following is a partial list
of those who were killed: A. Y. Campbell,
two children of Coridian Green, Reuben Routon, Mrs. Schaffer, Jack Watson,
two children
and

appointed
:

severe frost made

and only

ever brought before the public.

nent part. The experiments of Dr. Mott are.a prac
can be made.
Tu
result of this discussion, and go to prove oon ;
Now
is the time to use Baxter's Mandrake
clusively that “the most dangerous adulteration

It is also understood that Earl Gran-

ville will probighly be
foreign affairs,

retgville, destroying almost every house there,
then passed down the valley toward North

McKinney,

to

Castle, in obedience to a royal command,

lifted into the air and carried some distance,
but was not injured. The southern portion of
Moniteau county, Mo., was well ransacked: by
the wind, resulting in great injury to property
and wounding ani killing several persons.

of Henry

went

. In

Mott, and other leading lights took avery

it is reported that be has undertaken to form a

cabinet.

building of Mr. Myers wastorn to pieces, and
Henry Eggers-had his leg broken, and Mrs.
Autweiler was badly hart. Enos Gordon “was

The storm first struck the little town

Friday,

tatoes raised
Joa
Tulse

ner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, for the’ past
«eight months, and can personally. fsstify to the

Tian

f

in scientific

onse of correction, and initiated into his six

ground

DEE

& CO. —GENTLEMEN-+I

commenced a vigorous warfare against many of
their competitors who were indulging in hurtful
adulterations. The contest excited great interest

penalty to

months’ life as a convict.

the

WARNER

city, a long-estabhshed corporation celebs:
for
the absolute purity of their goods, some time ago

Wednes-

floor, leaving the family

from

H.

The Royal Baking- Powder Company,’ df this

other

another

the

bakers.

with articles of food.

The total loss is estimated at $110,000.

fort tosuve their client

5

ca.”

to settle
]

fire

THE BEST AND ONLY REMEDY.
H.

and Germany it is an offense punishable by fine
and imprisonment to use alum in any connection

St.

which he has been sentenced, but without success, and the sand-lot agitator was taken to the

lifted

‘| unscrupulous

Montreal,

several

Ij

|

"

have known of the remedy now called War-

| ‘Dr. Mott says: ‘The introduction of alum in
flour, for various purposes, has been a trick of the
baker for the past 100 years. Fortunately for so-

buildings and other valuable property in Rich-

aay.

atrictive clause containing features open to the
suffered
16 progress, result‘in seri- same
ob),
us those that occasioned the

s Bronchial Troches” reach

of 800

destroyed, and the whole family swept
away
in it, injuring them. severely: The
house of
Mr. George Spulir was totally wrecked, .the

sides and roof being

of these evils will be corrected.

a sail-boat,
as

Tuesday right, for Chicago,
en route
farming.lands in the western
States.

There is some probubility that ' a President
and similar’ Weill voto the afmy appropriation ill, the re-

Affections, ofientimes ineurs-

party

Johnsbury,’
Vt., passed

ng

628 L ST., WASHINGTON, D. C., June 9, 1879,

«American, one of the greatest, if not the greatest,

young seamen, on board..

destroyed

its, 800)

in Kidney and Liver troubles, I ¢an
Mott's experiments, as detailed in the Scientific efficiency
truthfully say thatin my opinion it is the best

génerally given up as lost at-sea with all on
board. Besides the. officers there were 300

bpsiness

residences were

°

¢ans earning the title of ‘a race of dyspeptics.”
Poison, year alter year, is introduced-into the
stomach with a crimpinaldisregard to consequences
that is appalling. If every purveyor of domestic
supplies will carefully consider the result of Dr.

The British training ship Atlanta, .is now

ing almost every building in its track.
The
Masonic ball and the Tremont house,-a threestory brick building, were demolished, killing
Mrs. Victoria (lass, the ‘ hotel
'proprietor’s

for

nt ef great efficacy and promptitede. Pid
Bellanodyne Plaster-affords.speedy relief
eu-,
matism, sciatica, liver, lung and .chest troubles,
besides other ailments of a painful and troublesome nature.

ciety, its introduction is limited now toa few

shoré in

renowned

fe

proberties, and of the Capsicin Plagter, a counter-

be given the

‘Ject—an indifference. that has resulted in Ameri-

Seven men who lett St. Ignace, Mich., “Mon-

part’ of
through

should

Plaster,

o>”

ex-

and good sense to the

supported at the national expense, can not be

Killed,

Miscellaneous.

of the latter was blown down, burying a dozen

lad

»

?

and composed of the ingredients of the

FSiietor,

greatedt publicity.’ The effort Dr. Mott is making
to purify our articles of kitchen use should receive
the support of every thinking man and woman.
‘There has been too much indifference on this sub-

troops, landed near the mouth of the Colorado,
on April 15, and marched on April 19 for San
Rafael. The revolutionist, Marquez, marched
to meet them on April 20 with 200 men, and a
fight will probably occur.

ertyin the storm’s.track were demolished. ° A.
number of persons returning from a funeral

well-known in St. Louis.

a modest and interesting Biography of some
| 250 pages, (Homer, Lee. & Co., N.. Y. 1878),

one, that we believe they

County, (111). Friday
evening, doing great
damage, and went from west to east. "Twent
houses and barns:are known to be demolished,
and several persons killed or wounded.——

property was destroyed... In Morgan county
many houses and barns and other farm: prop-

are Squire John Acklin and Mrs., John Ack=
lin; an old lady and her son blow away ahd

stationed in Texas, and has given the country

E. D.

but not
injured:

were

\ Purity and Promptitude

(From the New York Tribune.)
yd of action in the reliefof pain and inflammation are
two main characteristics of DR. GROSVENOR’S
A series of highly interesting experiments with BELLANODYNE POROUS PLASTER, a remedy pre"dogs has been lately made by Prof. Mott, and mn . pared by skillful chemists, at the laboratory of the
count is given. The disclosures are so unpl
nt
and startling, coming home, asthey do,to every

persons were killed in Webster county, Mo.,
of which Marshfield is the county-seat, and ovA dispatch from San Diego, Mexico, announcer 200 wounded. About $1,000,060 worth of es that Gen. Carson, with 300 Mexican Federal

Mr. Pool is & totton

to hold a commission in the U. S. Reg. army.
‘He is now an officer of the 10.h U. S. Cav.

Conductor

hand

RESULT OF VIVISEOTION.

the Scientific American of Feb.7a detailed ac.

——A cyclone struck the north line of Adams

ern Kansas, and portions of Illinois, Indiana,
and Wiscunsin. . It is estimated that filly 100

two children. Mrs. Pool and thé children
were carried one mile from the town and
found there at 9 o'clock nex: morning, all dead.

and

thé

The engineer and fireman were hurt,
seriously, and others. were slightly

Baker anda colored train

or badly
ed, and<the loss is $100,000.
All the horses in Jenning’s stables were killed.
ers of ships ami property ‘thus destroyed. ‘A | Eight
or ten houses east of the town were ‘torn
balanee of nearly $10,000,000 (accumulated int.
to pi
and’s child was killed, while ‘quite a
&o.,) now remains on hand.
{
!
number of People were hurt. Among other
we
propodafind that great destruction of
The present debate is upon several propo- details
erty
and loss of life occurred within u radius of
"sitions; first, to distribute it among the Insur- .50
miles of Jefferson City. The house of Mr."
ance companies, who claim great risks, &c.,. Baker, five miles from that city, was totally

‘-but who received their legal security and
grew wealthy upon the exorbitant premiums;

=

sande lead took out a nugget that weighs. 106
nnyweights and several others not quite so
vavy. Much excitement prevails.——Friday
night, as the material train of the Atlantic,
Mississippi & Obio Railroad was coming east
it ran over two cows near Ivor Depot. The
engine and three cars weat off the track and

The Western Storm...

|. larger surfaceof the colntry,

)

Another mining party that has struck

OURRENT EVENTS.

a

Br

gets from 8Q feetzsquare of earth, at a total ex
pense of $60. From a pocket 80 inches square
they gathered 10 1-2 ounces in small nuggets.

Hetos Summary.

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 22, 1880. .

tion bills from the louse, has been engagéd
* the past’ week upon the ““ Geneva
awagd
Bi»
Let us.see what it is all about. During

“

:

1880.

in
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